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Introduction
TechSoft UK Ltd was founded in the mid-1980s and is established as a market leading supplier of CAD and CAD/CAM systems (Computer 
Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacture) in teaching and learning establishments across the globe.   In collaboration with 
Brother, TechSoft opened up sales and support to the general public with the Grand Opening of our “Sewing Innovations” centre in April 
2016.

This Textiles Guide contains a carefully selected range of software, equipment and consumables of particular interest to teachers, 
professionals and enthusiasts.  In addition to the familiar items, we’ve drawn on our background to integrate modern techniques 
and ideas such as dye-sublimation, laser cutting, and e-textiles, offering inspiration to embrace these exciting and important new 
technologies.  

Our main TechSoft Product Guide remains a helpful read for all teachers of practical subjects – including Textiles.

Pricing Information
Prices shown are accurate selling prices at the time of this Product Guide going to print (May 2016).  However, manufacturers’ costs, shipping charges and 
exchange rates will vary, and while we will always endeavour to absorb such variations, we may occasionally need to reflect changes beyond our control in our 
selling prices.  We hope that the prices shown will help budget-planning while browsing this Product Guide.

Current prices can always be found on our website or by telephoning.

All prices shown are in £ sterling and are exclusive of VAT 

Ordering
SOFTWARE:   To avoid delays, please ensure all details are provided.

CARRIAGE: N.B. Carriage charges are for delivery only and do not include positioning or installation of goods.

 UK Mainland  £4.50 All goods totalling up to 2kg, eg., software, cutters.

    £12 All goods totalling up to 20kg, eg., small embroidery machines, materials and consumables.

    £30 All goods totalling up to 40kg, eg., PR-655, CAMM 1, heavy materials.

    £70 Single pallet charge - for goods up to 500kg and less than 1200(W) x 1000(D) x 2000(H)mm
     eg., PR-1000E.

 Elsewhere  Carriage charges vary, please contact TechSoft.

POSITIONING 
& INSTALLATION: Charges vary according to the goods purchased & accessibility to site.  Please ask for a quotation.

Payment
Official educational orders welcome, otherwise cheque with order please, payable to TechSoft UK Ltd. 
UK customers add VAT to total.  (Vat Registration No: 456 9118 23). 
Mastercard, Visa, Access, Switch, Maestro and Delta card payments also accepted.

All sales are subject to our standard terms of trading - see inside back cover.

N.B.  All pictures, colours, attachments and dimensions are illustrative and liable to manufacturer’s changes that are beyond our control.

TechSoft UK Limited,
Falcon House, Royal Welch Avenue, Bodelwyddan, Denbighshire, LL18 5TQ.

Tel: 01745 535007     Fax: 01745 535008
Email: sales@techsoft.co.uk     Website: www.techsoft.co.uk

2016 - 2017

Product Guide

Register online atwww.techsoft.co.ukfor access to free resources
Includes:

Downloadable updates to2D Design V22D PCB and 2D PrimarySample Files
Designs to Inspire and MakeTeaching Resources

and lots more to come...

TechSoft Main Product 
Guide also available
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Introduction
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TechSoft and Sewing Innovations
TechSoft have been suppliers of Brother sewing and embroidery machines to schools, 
colleges and universities for over fifteen years.  Now, in collaboration with Brother, TechSoft 
have opened up sales and support to the general public.  The Grand Opening of our new 
“Sewing Innovations” showroom took place in April 2016 and was warmly welcomed by 
crowds of professionals and home-users 
alike.  Visitors were not only given hands-
on access to a room full of Brother sewing 
and embroidery machines, but were also 
shown the techniques of dye sublimation, 
knife cutting and laser engraving.  

Various courses for the general public will be running at this facility throughout the year, 
and all information can be found at www.sewinginnovations.co.uk.  Visitors are welcome 
at any time Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm.

TechSoft in Education
TechSoft’s established reputation for supplying high-quality CAD/CAM resources has 
been extended with this carefully chosen range of Textiles products which have been 
tried and tested for reliability, and which demonstrate the ‘art of the possible’ for students, 
teachers and enthusiasts alike.

Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAD/CAM) is standard 
practice in the textile industry and is used widely throughout all levels of education.  
CAD/CAM is a statutory requirement for D&T subjects from KS2 onwards (Design and 
Technology National Curriculum).  

TechSoft 2D Design is the principal CAD software for students in over 6000 UK schools and 
colleges, yet remains underexploited by many art and textiles teachers.  Guided by our Textiles Consultant Heidi Ambrose-Brown, we have developed examples 
to show how easy and powerful 2D Design is in a textiles related context, and how students’ designs can be sent directly to a wide range of CAM systems with 
ease.

Working exclusively with Brother, the sewing and embroidery machines offered by TechSoft in this Product Guide have been carefully selected with education 
in mind.  Many carry a three year warranty which will give peace of mind for years of reliable service.  (The full range of Brother machines including those not in 
this Product Guide, is available from TechSoft.) 

But CAD/CAM in textiles is not just about embroidery.  TechSoft offer the opportunity to develop textiles products across a range of fabrics using laser and knife-
cutting techniques to achieve precise, high quality outcomes. Digital printing is easy with sublimation printing – a system which allows creativity to blossom 

when introducing the concept of second prints and using masks to 
develop printed fabrics. 

Students’ experience can be extended further by introducing them to 
wearable technology, a concept which is becoming ever more popular 
on the high street, and in the classroom!   TechSoft supply a wide range 
of sewable electronic components, conductive thread and fabric which 
make it surprisingly easy to integrate electronics within textiles, and offer 
traditional projects a new lease of life.

Support and Training in Education
TechSoft recognises the importance of ongoing support for teachers 
when using their equipment, and have developed specialised textiles 
training programs to increase teachers’ knowledge, hone their practical 
skills, and improve familiarisation with 2D Design in order to get the best 
from these resources.

Details of all TechSoft courses for teachers can be found at: 
www.techsoft.co.uk/Training

“We understand the importance of support 
to enable teachers to get the best from new 
or existing resources.  Our courses are not just 
‘technical’ though.  Inspiration and ideas are 
just as important so we back all our Training 
opportunities with masses of samples – we 
encourage photography!”
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“Our sales and support staff are ex Design and Technology 
teachers or graduates in Design and related fields.  We 
understand the demands of the classroom and, together, have 
a wealth of practical understanding to support teachers.”

Sue Brown
Director

01745 535007
07977 453237
sue.brown@

techsoft.co.uk

Stephen Massey
Sales & Support

Manager (Midlands)
01745 535007
07813 094922

stephen.massey@
techsoft.co.uk

Sam Flippance
Sales & Support 

Manager (Southern)
07989 947016

sam.flippance@
techsoft.co.uk

Stephen Brown
Director of New 

Technologies
01745 535007

stephen.brown@
techsoft.co.uk

Sam Venables
Textiles Showroom 

Manager
01745 535007

sam.venables@
techsoft.co.uk

Byron Power
Sales & Technical 

Support
01745 535007
byron.power@
techsoft.co.uk
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2D Design V2

Graphic Design, Technical 
Drawing and CAD/CAM

TechSoft created 2D Design for users who require 
sophisticated drawing and design features, but 
don’t want to spend a lifetime learning to use 
them.  2D Design is the CAD standard for the 
vast majority of UK secondary schools.  Whether 
you need to produce colourful textile print or 
embroidery designs, technical drawings of textile 
products or graphical presentation sheets, 2D 
Design V2 has been carefully developed to give 
you all the tools you need – and all in one place.

Graphic Design
2D Design V2 offers thousands of exciting options 
for combining vector drawing with text, bitmaps, 
photographs or clip-art to create stunning 
textile/graphic products. Comprehensive editing 
tools allow any image to be clipped to size and 
shape; bitmap images can be converted into a 
vector drawing; individual font characters can 
be customised; colour fills can be single colour, 
graduated, texture or pattern, etc. The options are 
endless:

Choose a texture fill from the extensive library and 
use it to model a design idea with a photograph of 
the fabric/material it will be made from.

Use the pattern fill to manipulate pupil’s own 
design ideas into repeating patterns ready for 
sublimation printing.

Draw and colour a design or logo ready to be sent 
to embroidery software.

Develop intricate designs using the contour tool 
ready for laser cutting.

Create exciting images for cutting out of heat 
applied textile vinyls.

Technical Drawing and Pattern 
Development
2D Design V2 has an extensive range of tools that 
will enable you to accurately draw and dimension 
anything – from a product to garment “flats” ready 
for specification sheets.  All the line-geometry, 
transformation, edit, attach and dimensioning 
tools are there.

Layers can be used over original line drawings in 
order to add colour, pattern, dimensioning or to 
output to CAM machines.

“2D Design has the best 
combination of powerful tools 

and ease of use available”
Develop pattern blocks from photographs – 
simply trace around one half, mirror copy and use 
the alter size function to generate the correct size 
required.

Modelling garment design ideas is easy – cut out 
miniature pattern blocks to half or quarter scale 
from card on a knife-cutting machine.  Replace 
the blade with a pen and emulate industrial 
practice by plotting your lay plan – easy to draw 
using 2D Design V2.

2D Design V2 really is a hassle free way to output 
to CAM machinery

CAD/CAM Output
A key feature of 2D Design V2 is the high level of 
integration that has been built in between the 
output device and the drawing stages of design.

When starting a drawing you can set your page 
size to suit the machine that you will be using, 
eg., to match the hoop size of your embroidery 
machine.  This ensures that the design is positioned 

accurately within the work area – for example 
when sending the design to a knife-cutting 
machine.  For Knife-Cutting it is also possible to 
add registration marks to your page so that print-
and-cut becomes a straightforward procedure.  
Even transferring designs to embroidery software 
is as simple as copy and paste, and the image is 
ready to be transformed into stitches.

Once an image is ready, output is possible to many 
CAD/CAM devices, including all our Roland and 
LaserCAM machines, where there is one simple 
machine-specific dialog box to deal with and no 
tedious post-processing to confuse matters. 

Powerfully Simple
Unlike many CAD packages, 2D Design V2 has a 
simple desktop that lets learners start with basic 
tools, adding new ones as their confidence grows. 
Everything about the software can be customised 
to suit different ages and abilities and versatility 
means that learning can be built in to any manner 
of project applications from KS2 onwards.  
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2D Design V2

TS107 2D Design V2 Single Licence 245.00

TS108 2D Design V2 Site Licence 695.00

TS109 2D Design V2 Student Licence (site licence holders 
only) 395.00

TS119 Upgrade Single Licence V2 to Site Licence 450.00

Version 1 to Version 2 Upgrade Prices:

TS102 Single Licence V1 to Single Licence V2 145.00

TS106 Single Licence V1 to Site Licence V2 595.00

TS103 Site Licence V1 to Site Licence V2 295.00

TS104 Student Licence V1 to Student Licence V2 145.00

TS105 Site & Student Licence Upgrade V1 to V2  (Save £45)
(N.B.  To be eligible for the combined Site & Student Upgrade 
both Site and Student Licenses must currently be held for V1.)

395.00

Prices £*                                                                *See Pricing Information inside front cover Software

Site Licence
A Site Licence allows a school/college to install the software on any 
number of computers on the school site.

Student Licence
A Student Licence allows a school/college to distribute a special non-
output version of the software to students and teachers for home use.  
Students will be able to save work for output back at school.  Schools may 
choose to charge a nominal amount per student, to recoup the cost.  

Minimum Hardware Requirements
Windows 2000 / XP / 2003 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10.
Microsoft recommended minimum hardware specification advised.
Network compatible (site licence only).

Ordering
In order to avoid software theft, the software is encrypted with the name 
of the licensed user, typically the name of a person, or the name of an 
individual establishment.

When ordering please state:
a) Name of licensed user/site (max 28 characters, including spaces).
b) Address for site licence if appropriate.

Laser cut 
Decovil shapes 
are slotted 
together to 
make the star

Pre-printed non-woven fabric 
is scored and cut in a GS-24E

Features
 • Exhaustive geometrical constructions including circles, arcs, lines, tangents, 

normals, etc.  

 • Comprehensive drawing aids, user-defined grids and attach (snap).

 • Powerful tools such as fully tuneable bezier curve drawing, text flow along 
a path, etc.

 • Comprehensive text facilities, even exceeding those in many sign-writing 
packages.

 • Single line fonts and an in-built font editor/designer.

 • Bitmap to vector conversion.

 • Clip path tools, essential for creating professional high end graphic images.

 • Comprehensive graduated, texture and pattern fill routines.

 • Comprehensive transformation tools including move, mirror, size, array and 
distort.

 • Automatic or manual dimensioning.  Work to pre-set or user-defined 
scales.

 • Contour feature to off-set lines.  Invaluable for creating cutter-
compensated tool paths or tracing.

 • Powerful editing and delete features, unlimited user-named drawing 
layers.  Cut and paste to and from many other packages, including Word. 

 • Import/Export BMP, DXF, EMF, HPGL, TIFF, JPEG, PNG, WMF, plus legacy 
Acorn formats.

CAMM 1 Knife Cutters 
and LaserCAM are 
DIRECTLY CONTROLLED 
through 2D Design V2

Textile
Container

Copy and Paste to PE Design 
software to create stitches.

iPod Design 
stitched
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For Education Use

Creating the Design
PE Design Next has built-in libraries of motifs, 
borders and fonts.  These ready-to-embroider 
designs can be edited and arranged to provide 
the simplest and most direct route possible for 
students to produce ‘custom’ designs for output 
to any Brother machine.  

For truly original design work, PE Design 
Next accepts bitmap images from scanned or 
downloaded sources, including original design 
work from 2D Design V2 (see page 4), and 
transforms this into a stitched output.  It provides 
comprehensive creative options to edit and 
configure the desired embroidered effect.    

Converting To Stitches
Create your image in 2D Design, copy it as a 
bitmap and paste it into PE Design Next.
  

The embroidery software then uses the Auto 
Punch feature to analyse the image and convert 
it into blocks of colour.  You can change how 
many blocks are used, which to omit and also the 
conversion sensitivity.

Each colour block used will be embroidered and 
you can assign stitch type, stitch density, and 
stitch angle to each area of the block.  At any stage 
you can display a realistic preview of how it will 
look when embroidered and keep adjusting stitch 
type and colours until the right effect is achieved.

It is easy to combine the library of images and 
fonts with your original design to create a 
professional looking embroidered logo.

 PE Embroidery Software

Machine Applique
Choose how you wish a design to look – will it be 
completely stitched or turned into an applique?

Create stitched effects using the programmable 
fill stitch option.

Use the Applique wizard to effortlessly create 
machine appliques from your design.

Applique fabric is held in 
place during stitching using 
self-adhesive double sided 
stabiliser (see page 29)

Editing
Older students may wish to use the extensive 
editing features that allow for customised 
placement and arrangement of motifs in various 
formations. 

Hoop sizes can be selected and changed at any 
stage of the designing ensuring that the end 
design is exactly the correct size before outputting 
to any Brother machine – hoop sizes can be up to 
360 x 360mm depending on model of machine.

Enhanced lettering features allows 
greater creativity when designing logos

Stitching 
features for 
more expressive 
embroidery

Computerised Embroidery
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Embroidery Software

Prices £*                                                                *See Pricing Information inside front cover 

Software Information

Single License
PE Design Plus is a single license with a USB card reader dongle.
PE Design 10 is a single license with a USB dongle.

Minimum Hardware Requirements
Windows XP (PE Design Plus Only) / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10
Microsoft recommended minimum hardware specification advised
USB Port (Two ports recommended for PE Design 10)

Special Offer - PE Design Next License Packs
These special licence packs are available exclusively from TechSoft.  
They represent great value for money and extend software access for 
students where multiple copies are needed in the classroom teaching 
environment. 

TM-EMB-PEDESN3 PE Design Next Set of 3 Licences 250.00

TM-EMB-PEDESN5 PE Design Next Set of 5 Licences 415.00

TM-EMB-PEDESN10 PE Design Next Set of 10 Licences 795.00

PE Design Plus
PE Design Plus is very simple to use and default settings will give good results 
for simple designs.  Custom settings are few but individually quite powerful 
and a maximum embroidery size of 200 x 300mm is available for use.  It is 
possible to create original designs in 2D Design V2 and copy them into PE 
Design Plus.  Particularly suited to younger students or where designs may 
consist predominantly of text and basic images – which can be added to from 
the library of borders, shapes and motifs together with the 35 different fonts 
available.  Single user licence only available.

PE Design 10
PE Design 10 includes all the functionality of PE Design 
Next but adds significant new tools to provide a powerful 
platform for students needing industry specific software 
with comprehensive creative options.  New fonts and 
additional in-built designs now provide a total of 130 
fonts and over 1000 design elements for direct use or 
for combining, editing and customising.  New features 
include chain stitch, net fill stitch and multiple stitch 
direction options.  A new fabric selector automatically 
adjusts the sewing attributes for your design based on 
fabric selection.  Software security is now provided by a convenient, small, 
USB dongle device.   

The Cutwork Advantage
Cutwork provides a hardware upgrade for PR-655, PR-650E and PR-1000E 
machines (see page 8), together with a software upgrade for PE Design Next.  
With Cutwork, four tiny blades replace four of the needles.  Within the Cutwork 
output routine, these can be programmed to cut the fabric before or after any 
embroidery.  The technique could be simply to provide CNC fabric cutting, to 
embroider and cut-out applique patches, or to embroider ‘pierced’ designs for 
broderie-anglaise effects. 

Why Choose PE Design Next for Education?
 • Choose how you want your students to use it – ideal for beginner level 

but has the potential to extend the brightest students across all age 
ranges and key stages, including university level.

 • Link to 2D Design V2 by allowing students to create their own original 
artwork and copying it across to PE Design Next.  This will cut down on 
bottlenecks that occur when embroidery software is only a single licence.

 • Outputting the designs is simple – either by USB data key directly into the 
machine or via cable linked to the computer. All designs can be saved as 
a .pes file for future use. 

 • PE Design Next can be used across all Brother machines.

 • Take advantage of the exclusive offer negotiated with Brother by 
TechSoft.  Discounted sets of PE Design Next are now available, making it 
easier for the management of group work.

Prices £           (See inside front cover) 

Single Needle Embroidery Machines

PE Design Plus Single Licence  TM-EMB-PEDESPLUS 290.83 204.00

PE Design 10 Single Licence  TM-EMB-PEDES10 832.50 583.00

Brother Cutwork Kit for PR-1000E/PR-655/
PR-650E  TM-EMB-CWKIT1

250.00 250.00

Software Information

Single License
Each license of PE Design Next provides a stand alone card reader dongle.

Minimum Hardware Requirements
Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10
Microsoft recommended minimum hardware specification advised
USB Port

The same motif can be 
stitched as a repeat design 
or on soluble stabiliser 
(Solufleece) see page 29

Computerised Embroidery

Standard
(ex VAT)

*Education
  Only

* Brother subsidise some of their products for UK bona-fide educational establishments.  
For standard pricing including VAT, please see www.sewinginnovations.co.uk
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 Multi-Needle Embroidery Machines

There are plenty of ways that CAD/CAM can be included in textiles work.  Laser cutting 
and engraving, sublimation and applied vinyls are just a few, but embroidery has to be an 
obvious one.  Brother’s embroidery machines are built on a rigid metal chassis and feature 
computerised control systems so they are easy to use and have an up to the minute feel 
and look.  Brother has a long-standing reputation for making high-quality sewing and 
embroidery machines for commercial and domestic markets, so you can be sure of reliability, 
long life and excellent back-up.

Multi-Needle Systems
The Brother PR-655 and PR-1000E machines are compact multi-needle machines that 
offer rapid output and large-scale embroidery onto almost any material.  Because there is 
no need to change threads, it is possible to set-up the bobbins and achieve commercial 
scale production almost immediately.  This could well provide a streamlined solution for 
outputting whole-class sets of work, or clearly give a huge advantage for enterprise projects.

Compact, User Friendly, Computerised Embroidery System

Why choose a multi-needle embroidery machine?
The Brother range of multi-needle embroidery machines provide a reliable and 
easy to use solution for embroidery needs both in education and small businesses.  
It is ideal for bringing industrial practice into the classroom and linking into Business 
Enterprise activities and whole school promotions.

The capacity for up to 1000 stitches per minute allows faster throughput of work and a 
number of designs could be grouped together in the larger hoops so that a number of 
pupils’ work can be stitched in one go.  Thicker materials can be worked on easily and the 
ever increasing range of hoops allows awkward shapes and spaces to be accessed.   The 
large colour LCD touch screen makes it easy to navigate through the intuitive menu and 
designs can be customised at this stage, eg., colour changes, addition of text, pattern 
rotation.   Should a thread break or run out, the machine will stop and tell you and it 
is easy to go back up to 100 stitches at a time, so mistakes can be easily rectified if 
they occur.  Run out of time and design is still incomplete?  Simply switch off the 
embroidery machine and leave the fabric hooped in place.  Next time the machine 
is switched on it will remember where it stopped and continue, giving you peace 
of mind for those larger stitched projects.

Designing for CNC Embroidery 
PE Design Next provides the ideal platform for students to create designs 
for the larger hoop sizes available for Brother PR-series multi-needle 
machines.  Designs can be derived from memory cards or extensive 
on-board font and motif libraries - PE Design Next allows these to 
be combined, edited and configured to give almost unlimited 
creative options.  Stitch pattern, density and direction can all 
be configured in PE Design Next and these details are often 
as important as the original design in achieving a desired 
effect.  Designing in PE Design Next with direct output also 
allows the finest possible resolution 
of embroidered image to 
the original design.  The 
speed and operational 
simplicity of Brother PR-
series machines makes it 
simple and efficient to take 
advantage of these enhanced 
design capabilities.  PE Design 
Next can also be used to simply 
‘process’ a design created in 2D 
Design, scanned from a sketch 
or downloaded as an image.  
This may prove a useful facility 
for younger students taking their 
first steps with digital embroidery 
design and output.    

Computerised Embroidery
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Brother PR-655

The PR-655 is a professional six needle 
embroidery machine designed for fast 
commercial production.  It achieves real time 
savings by minimising down time for set-up 
and thread changing.  In education, a PR-655 is 
the ideal machine for students to experience a 
production environment and, because job turn-
around is so fast, is a huge advantage if an entire 
class-set of projects needed to be worked.  

Specification
Max. Embroidery Area:
Embroidery Speed:
Embroidery Designs:
Needle Thread & Cut:
Touch Screen:

Additional Functions:
Detection Systems:
Interface:
Weight:
Dimensions:

300 x 200mm
400-1000 Stitches per min
25 built-in & 28 fonts
Automatic
Large, high resolution 
(with on-screen editing & video 
instructions and tutorials)
Appliqué
Thread break & hoop size
USB & Memory card slot
37kg
818(D) x 758(H) x 926(W)mm

What’s Included

Hoop Kit - A wide range of embroidery hoops. 
Tool Kit - A comprehensive set of tools.

Warranty
UK Mainland:      1 Year On-Site
Elsewhere:           1 Year Return and Collect

Prices £ 
(See inside front cover)

Brother PR-655
TM-EMB-PR655

4,999.17 4,250.00 

Cap Frame
TM-EMB-PR650CAP

715.83 502.00 

Cylinder Frame 
TM-EMB-PR650CYL 999.17 700.00 

Brother PR-655 with Cap Frame
TM-EMB-PR655WCAP 5,562.50 4,729.00 

Brother PR-655 with Cylinder 
Frame  TM-EMB-PR655WCYL

5,807.50 4,937.00 

Brother PR-655 with Cap & 
Cylinder Frame  
TM-EMB-PR655WCAPCYL

6,165.83 5,241.00 

Starter Set (62 Satin 300m, 144 
pre-wound 120m lower bobbins + 
19 sheets of A4 Mixed Stabiliser & 
Interfacing)  TA-EMB-SST10

155.00 155.00 

PR Clamp Frame 
45x24mm.  Forward Facing (inc. 
mounting arm)  TMP-EMB-PRCLAMP1

208.00 208.00

PR Clamp Frame 
45 x 24mm.  45° Left & Right (exc. 
mounting arm)  TMP-EMB-PRCLAMP2

208.00 208.00

Essential Software
PE Design Plus / Next / 10 (page 6)

Recommended Software
2D Design V2 (page 4)

 Multi-Needle Embroidery Machines

Cutwork

The Cutwork Upgrade Kit provides four 
blades and software upgrades for both 
your PR-series machine and PE Design Next 
software.  Using Cutwork allows fabric cutting 
alongside embroidery in one operation 
without changing needles.  Cutwork can 
create a broderie anglaise effect and be 
used for cut-only or embroidered-and-cut 
applique patches.  When used for applique, 
further features will pre-stitch the garment for 
accurate positioning before stitching down 
using a simple or satin stitch border.         

What’s Included

 • Full software upgrade for PE-Design Next

 • Full machine upgrade for PR-650E, PR-655 and 
PR-1000E machines

 • Four colour coded Cutwork blades

 • Needle plate backing plate for stability

 • Set-up instructions and User Guide

Prices £*             
*See Pricing Information inside front cover

TM-EMB-
CWKIT1

Brother Cutwork Kit for 
PR-1000E/655/650E 250.00

TM-EMB-
CWND1

Brother Cutwork Needle 
Replacement Set 54.00

TM-EMB-
CWC1

Brother Cutwork 
Embroidery Collection 69.00

Essential Software
PE Design Next  

Brother PR-1000E

The 10-needle PR-1000E sets new standards for 
accuracy, scale and speed, and features class-
leading technology.  Auto needle-threading, 
simple eyelet threading and LED technology 
for spool management, makes set-up rapid and 
stress free.  The LCD display gives an ‘eye onto 
the needle area’ via a built-in camera and this, 
makes it easy (or even automatic) to position 
work for precise needle-drop. 

Specification
Max. Embroidery Area:
Embroidery Speed:
Embroidery Designs:
Positioning:
Intellegent Thread:

Needle Thread & Cut:
Touch Screen:

Additional Functions:
Detection Systems:
Interface:
Weight:
Dimensions:

360 x 200mm
400-1000 Stitches per min
100 built-in & 28 fonts
Easy with camera sensor
‘InnovaChrome’ (TM) colour 
selection
Automatic
Large, high resolution (with on-
screen editing & video instructions 
and tutorials)
Appliqué
Thread break & hoop size
USB & Memory card slot
63kg
825(D) x 755(H) x 1049(W)mm

What’s Included

Hoop Kit - A wide range of embroidery hoops. 
Tool Kit - A comprehensive set of tools.

Warranty
UK Mainland:      1 Year On-Site
Elsewhere:           1 Year Return and Collect

Prices £ 
(See inside front cover)

Brother PR-1000E
TM-EMB-PR1000E

7,499.17 6,375.00 

Cap Frame
TM-EMB-PR1000CAP

999.17 700.00 

Cylinder Frame 
TM-EMB-PR1000CYL 999.17 700.00 

Brother PR-1000E with Cap 
Frame  TM-EMB-PR1000EWCAP

8,249.17 7,012.00 

Brother PR-1000E with Cylinder 
Frame  TM-EMB-PR1000EWCYL

8,249.17 7,012.00 

Brother PR-1000E with Cap & 
Cylinder Frame  
TM-EMB-PR1000EWCAPCYL

8,832.50 7,508.00 

Starter Set (62 Satin 300m, 144 
pre-wound 120m lower bobbins 
+  19 sheets A4 Mixed Stabiliser & 
Inferfacing)  
TA-EMB-SST10

155.00 155.00 

Essential Software
PE Design Plus / Next / 10 (page 6)

Recommended Software
2D Design V2 (page 4) * Brother subsidise some of their products for UK bona-fide  

educational establishments.  For standard pricing including 
VAT, please see www.sewinginnovations.co.uk

     

Ideal for

Education

Stands for PR Range

Prices £*             
*See Pricing Information inside front cover

TMP-EMB-
PRSTAND

Brother Stand for PR 
Range

333.00

TF-WS3-C2

TechSoft Mobile 
Workstation 
1400x800x850mm (c/w 
underbench cupboards 
contanining in-built sockets, 
drawers, shelves and storage 
space for computer).  
See page 186.

1,575.00

TMP-EMB-PRSTAND 
shown with machine 

and accessories.

Computerised Embroidery

See pages 28-31 for further threads and accessories

Standard
(ex VAT)

*Education
  Only

Standard
(ex VAT)

*Education
  Only
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 Single Needle Embroidery Machines

Embroidery only machines allow teachers to set up a dedicated CAD/CAM embroidery 
area in their classroom, making the process easier to manage without the chopping and  
changing of machine parts necessary for dual purpose machines.  All the machines have  
an on-board library of embroidery motifs, borders and fonts and it is possible to combine 
and edit these using the machine’s display and control panel. The work area is generous 
and the LCD touch screen gives you the essential tools for positioning and editing your  
design, alongside further tools to adjust machine settings.  Automatic needle threading 
and a ‘drop-in’ bobbin makes these operations simple for beginners, but pupils can produce 
highly professional results. They can develop their own ideas using 2D Design and export 

them into the PE Design software for stitch conversion and further editing.  These can 
be saved to a USB memory stick so that their work can be transferred easily to any 

Brother embroidery machine. Embroidered designs can be added to a variety of 
fabrics including those with a pile such as fleece or towelling, plus lace effects can 
look stunning when stitched out on dissolvable stabiliser fabric.

Low Cost, User Friendly, Computerised 
Embroidery Systems

Prices £            (See inside front cover)

Single Needle Embroidery Machines

Brother Innov-is 800E  TM-EMB-INNOV800E 1,082.50 921.00

Brother Innov-is V3  TM-EMB-INNOVV3 1,665.83 1,416.00

Recommended Extras
See details of our full range of threads, accessories and materials on pages 28-31

Starter Set of Threads for Innov-is Embroidery 
Only Machines  (Contains 62 satin 300m mixed 
colour threads, 15 white 1,100m 90wt lower thread + 
19 A4 sheets mixed stabiliser and interfacing)
TA-EMB-SST8

190.00 190.00

Essential Software
PE Design Plus / Next /10 (page 6)

Recommended Software
2D Design V2 (page 4)

Innov-is NV800E

Specifications
Embroidery Area:
Embroidery Speed:
Embroidery Designs:
Arm Length:
Needle Threading & Cutting:
Bobbin Winding:
Interface:
Weight:
Dimensions:

160 x 260mm
850 Stitches per min
138 built-in (+ 11 fonts)
190mm
Automatic
Automatic
USB
13.1kg
693(W) x 451(D) x 300(H)mm

What’s Included

800E V3

Cover:
Handy Wallet of Tools:
Embroidery Hoops:

Soft Dust Cover
1
1 (160 x 260mm) 

Warranty
UK Mainland and Ireland:
Elsewhere:

3 Year Return to Base
3 Year Return and Collect

Soft Dust Cover
1
2 (300 x 180mm & 
     100 x 100mm)

Innov-is V3

With a longer arm and a large 
embroidery area of 300x180mm, 
the V3 allows for large complex 
designs to be stitched, or for a 
number of smaller ones to be 
grouped together and stitched at 
up to 1050 stitches per minute.  

Touch button automatic needle threading and auto thread tension makes 
setting up the machine easy, as does the slide in frame mechanism.  The 
large LCD touch screen allows for previewing designs in full colour along 
with a powerful on-screen editing system – so pupils can experiment  with 
the 17 in built fonts and over 147 library designs, which include those for 
dissolvable fabric, quilting and bobbin work. 

Specifications
Embroidery Area:
Embroidery Speed:
Embroidery Designs:
Arm Length:
Needle Threading & Cutting:
Bobbin Winding:
Interface:
Weight:
Dimensions:

300 x 180mm
1050 Stitches per min
227 built-in (+ 17 fonts)
285mm
Automatic
Automatic
USB
16.5kg
825(W) x 465(D) x 470(H)mm

3 Year
Warranty

Featuring a generous work area and 
a number of advanced features in 
a smart but low-price package, the 
NV800E is an easy to operate machine 
for all pupils.  Automatic needle 
threading and a ‘drop-in’ bobbin make 
it easier for independent working.  Full 

colour touch screen editing allows for easy pattern combination, layout / 
size changes, pattern rotation, mirror imaging and more.  Experiment with 
the 138 built-in embroidery designs, 11 fonts and 10 frame shapes in 14 
border styles.  Other patterns can be imported via USB.  Auto tension and 
thread sensors contribute to a quality output.  

Built-in Embroidery Designs

Built-in Embroidery Fonts

Computerised Embroidery

Standard
(ex VAT)

*Education
  Only

* Brother subsidise some of their products for UK bona-fide educational establishments.  For standard pricing including VAT, please see www.sewinginnovations.co.uk
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Computerised Sewing & Embroidery
 Sewing and Embroidery Machines

These combination sewing and embroidery machines offer the latest in electronic 
control systems, a high specification and significant space saving advantage.  You also, 
of course, get two machines for a lot less than it would cost to buy them separately.  As 
sewing machines, they are set up and used in much the same way as their sewing-only 
counterparts so students will have no trouble moving between machines if one or more 
of these are used as part of a classroom set.  All the machines have an on-board library 
of embroidery motifs, borders and fonts and it is possible to combine and edit these 
using the machine’s display and control panel.

Low Cost, User Friendly, Versatile Computerised 
Sewing & Embroidery Systems

Innov-is V5

This is an ideal machine for larger 
and more advanced projects.  With 
an embroidery area of 300 x 180mm,  
227 built in embroidery designs and 
17 fonts, work is quickly executed with 
its high speed sewing and bright extra 

-large LCD colour touch screen.  Designs can be previewed and edited 
easily and pupils own work can be imported via USB.  Equally, designs can 
be exported and used on other Brother machines. 
The sewing mode has a wide range of extra-large decorative stitches 
up to 40mm wide and plenty of creative scope from the crazy quilting 
designs to the vintage patterns.  Multi directional feed also gives pupils 
more freedom to explore this machine’s potential.  Larger projects can 
be accommodated with the longer arm length to give extra-large sewing 
space with a range of thicknesses dealt with by the automatic fabric 
sensor system.

Specifications
Embroidery Area:
Embroidery Speed:
Embroidery Designs:
Arm Length:
Sewing Speed:
Buttonhole:
Interface:
Weight:
Dimensions:

300 x 180mm
1050 Stitches per min
227 built-in (+ 17 fonts)
285mm
1050 Stitches per min
Automatic
USB
16.5kg
825(W) x 465(D) x 470(H)mm (embroidery machine)

* Brother subsidise some of their products for UK bona-fide educational establishments.  For standard pricing including VAT, please see www.sewinginnovations.co.uk

What’s Included

NV2600 V5
Hard Case
15
1
2 (160x260mm & 
130x180mm)

Hard Case
9
1
2 (300 x 180mm & 100        
     x 100mm)

Warranty
UK Mainland and Ireland:
Elsewhere:

3 Year Return to Base
3 Year Return and Collect

3 Year
Warranty

Cover:
Presser Feet:
Handy Wallet of Tools:
Embroidery Hoops:

Built-in Embroidery Fonts

Built-in Embroidery Designs

Built-in Sewing Stitches

Innov-is NV2600

Specifications
Embroidery Area:
Embroidery Speed:
Embroidery Designs:
Arm Length:
Sewing Speed:
Buttonhole:
Interface:
Weight:
Dimensions:

160 x 260mm
850 Stitches per min
138 built-in (+ 11 fonts)
210mm
850 Stitches per min
Automatic
USB
18.6kg
693(W) x 451(D) x 300(H)mm (embroidery machine)

The embroidery capabilities of the 
Innov-is NV2600 includes 138 built in 
embroidery designs, with 10 frame 
shapes and 14 border styles together 
with 11 fonts – all of which can easily 
be combined and edited on the full 
colour touch screen display and touch 

sensor keypad. Students own designs can be imported using the USB 
port with an embroidery area of up to 160 x 260 mm. 
The sewing mode has 133 decorative stitches, plus 89 utility stitches, 
5 sewing fonts and 10 automatic buttonhole styles.  The fabric sensor 
system automatically adjusts the pressure when stitching over varying 
fabric thicknesses.  Auto tension, top and bottom thread sensors, speed 
control, automatic needle threader and LED lighting all provide the 
opportunity for independent student working. 

Prices £            (See inside front cover)

Single Needle Embroidery Machines

Brother Innov-is NV2600  TM-EMB-INNOV2600 1,665.83 1,167.00

Brother Innov-is V5  TM-EMB-INNOVV5 2,499.17 2,125.00

Recommended Extras
See details of our full range of threads, accessories and materials on pages 28-31

Starter Set of Threads for Innov-is Sewing and 
Embroidery Combined Machines  (Contains 
62 satin 300m mixed colour threads, 15 white 1,100m 
60wt lower thread + 19 A4 sheets mixed stabiliser and 
interfacing) TA-EMB-SST9

190.00 190.00

Essential Software
PE Design Plus / Next /10 (page 6)

Recommended Software
2D Design V2 (page 4)

Standard
(ex VAT)

*Education
  Only
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Sewing Machines
 Sewing Machines

The Innov-is range of computerised sewing machines offer simplicity without 
compromising on features and performance.  The Start/Stop button allows sewing with 
or without the foot controller attached – often a health and safety issue for teachers and 
one less piece of equipment to keep track of. The slide speed control feature means that 
younger or inexperienced pupils can operate the machines with confidence and tricky 

areas can be stitched with precision and control.  The advanced automatic 
needle threader is quick and simple, thus removing another obstacle 

for preventing pupils to work independently. The quick set, drop 
in bobbin makes setting up the machine easy – no more 
pulling up the bottom thread. The LCD screen allows you 

to see at a glance information about the stitch you have 
chosen, and the electronically controlled functions 

make it straightforward to adjust the stitch sizes in 
a much more precise and simple way. The jog dial 

on the Innov-is 15 and 35 machines make it quick 
and easy to select your required stitch, whilst 
the touch pad on the Innov-is 55 does the same 
for its wide variety of 135 stitches. With a 3 
year warranty, these machines are an excellent 
choice for school use.

Multi-functional Computerised Sewing Machines

What’s Included

These machines all include a handy wallet of tools and either a 
soft or hard cover (see table above)

Warranty
UK Mainland and Ireland:
Elsewhere:

3 Year Return to Base
3 Year Return and Collect

Reference 
Panel

No of 
Stitches

LCD 
Screen

Automatic 
Needle 

Threader

Automatic 
Buttonhole

Needle 
Position 
Control

Drop 
Feed

Speed 
Control Cover Weight Dimensions

Innov-is 15: n/a  16 Yes Yes
3 Styles  

One Step Button 
Holes

Yes Yes Yes Soft 6.2kg
520(W) x 270(D) x 

430(H)mm

Innov-is 35 Yes   70 Yes Yes
7 Styles 

One Step Button 
Holes

Yes Yes Yes Hard 6.2kg
520(W) x 270(D) x 

430(H)mm

Innov-is 55 Yes
135 

(with lettering and 
combine stitches 

option)

Yes Yes
10 Styles 

One Step Button 
Holes

Yes Yes Yes Hard 6.2kg 520(W) x 270(D) x 
430(H)mm

LCD Control Panel Stitch Selection

* Brother subsidise some of their products for UK bona-fide educational establishments.  For standard pricing including VAT, please see www.sewinginnovations.co.uk

Drop in bobbin with easy 
to use thread guide

Automatic buttonhole foot for 
correctly sized buttonholes every time

3 Year
Warranty

Prices £            (See inside front cover)

Single Needle Embroidery Machines

Brother Innov-is 15  TM-EMB-INNOV15 207.50 177.00

Brother Innov-is 35 TM-EMB-INNOV35 332.50 283.00

Brother Innov-is 55 TM-EMB-INNOV55 374.17 262.00

Recommended Extras
See details of our full range of threads, accessories and materials on pages 28-31

Standard
(ex VAT)

*Education
  Only
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Overlocker

What’s Included

 Overlocker

The 3034D overlocker from Brother sews seams, trims excess fabric and overlocks 
raw edges all in one easy step.  It features 3 or 4 thread sew-and-cut overlock 
stitches, an easy-to-follow colour coded thread guide and an automatic lower 
looper threading system.  It has a free-arm / flat bed convertible sewing surface 

for easy control when overlocking cuffs and sleeves, saving time and 
producing professional results.  Overlockers are essential 

tools for any textiles department and the 3034D model 
will allow great flexibility of use – it isn’t just for 

neatening the edges of seams!  Use as a 3 
thread or as a 4 thread (with the extra line 

of stitching for a secure seam), with 
or without the knife and explore 

the possibility of rolled hems, 
decorative edges, flat lock and 

gathers.   The differential feed 
will assist with virtually any 

fabric type and eliminates 
the wavy appearance on 
stretchy fabrics. It can 
also be used to gather 
finer fabrics and give 
a finished edge all in 
one operation.

Low Cost, Easy to Thread Overlocker

Prices £* *See Pricing Information inside front cover

Specifications

Stitch Width:
Feed:
Knife:
Presser Foot:
Trim Trap:
Thread Twist Protection:
Built in light:
Weight:
Dimensions:

Up to 7mm
Differential
Retractable
Pressure Control
Yes
Yes
Yes for Illuminating Working Area
8kg
382(W) x 322(D) x 322(H)mm

MM-OVLCK1 3034D Overlocker *207.00

* Brother subsidise some of their products for UK bona-fide educational establishments.  For standard pricing including VAT, please see www.sewinginnovations.co.uk

Instructional DVD
Dust Cover
Foot Controller
Tool Kit

Rolled hemming

3 thread overlock 5mm

4 thread overlock

Flat lock

Warranty
UK Mainland and Ireland:
Elsewhere:

3 Year Return to Base
3 Year Return and Collect

Ideal for joining jersey 
fabric pieces

Gathered edge using the 
differential feed

Make your own edging

Easy Threading Guide

3 Year
Warranty
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 CAMM 1 

What is a Knife Cutter?
A good quality knife-cutter is the ideal entry point for developing CAD/CAM as an 
important strand in the Design and Technology curriculum. The machines are quiet and 
inherently safe to use which makes them the most child-friendly option for a huge variety 
of project outcomes in just about every area of the subject. Knife cutting is the only way 
to cut delicate ‘applied media’ in the form of textiles vinyls and only knife cutters can offer 
registration mark recognition and the fine control needed for print and cut work.  Perfect 
for combining sublimation printing with cutting - for example when cutting nets to make 
up textile containers or lanterns.

Why Choose a CAMM 1?
Roland CAMM 1 machines have set the standard for school knife cutters since their 
introduction over 15 years ago. The GS-24E’s servo motors give fast and smooth 
cutting, while preserving pin-point accuracy. Roland’s Optical Print Alignment 
System (OPAS) is standard on all GS-24Es - this allows students to exploit high 
quality colour printing from modern ink-jet, sublimation or laser printers, and to 
align the printed graphics to a cutting path for bespoke products.

GS-24E handles media from matchbox-size off-cuts, to 584mm widths up to 
25m long, so it will accommodate any of the roll or sheet materials TechSoft 
supply with no trimming and no wastage. For print-and-cut work this 
means A4 and A3 printed sheets are no problem and, if you have access 
to a large format printer, you can even print and cut A2 size nets, stencils, 
etc. 2D Design V2 has been designed to work with OPAS. Once the 
design page has been set to match the GS-24E, all the machine 
settings are automatically sent to the machine on output – no 
buttons to press. The maximum speed of 500mm/sec means that 
simple individual projects will cut in a few moments and large 
or ‘nested’ sets of class work will take minutes at the most. 

Which CAMM1 Do I Need?
Most schools and colleges will find that 
a GS-24E will give them everything 
they need in a knife cutter at an 
excellent price with no compromise to 
capacity or performance. 

N.B.  Pens can replace the cutter for simple 
illustrations.  However all printing must 
be done on an independent printer before 
score & cut lines are made on the CAMM 1.

“Versatile and Popular Cutting Machine for 
Vinyl and Card which can also be 

used to cut some fabrics.”

Roland Knife Cutters are the only 
knife cutting machines to be DIRECTLY 
CONTROLLED from
2D Design V2
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 CAMM 1 

CAMM 1 GS-24E

The ideal machine for most busy departments. 
Fast enough for large or complex vinyl work; 
cuts printed card up to A2 size using optical 
print alignment.  Robust and well-proven in 
schools, the GS-24E comes with a renowned 
TechSoft Training Pack. 

Specification

Max plotting area:
Max plotting speed: 
Print Alignment:
Interface:
Motor:
Dimensions:
Weight: 

584 x 25000mm
500mm/sec
Optical System
USB & Serial
Digital Servo
855(W) x 315(D) x 240(H) mm
16kg

What’s Included Prices £* *See Pricing Information inside front cover

CAMM 1 Machines
MP-CAMM1-
GS24E

Roland CAMM 1 GS-24E
(inc. TechSoft Training Pack) 1,195.00 

MP7-CAMM1-
GS24E

CAMM 1 GS-24E Workstation Package   
Includes Machine, TechSoft Training Pk, TechSoft 
Workstation with cupboards and in-built sockets, 
drawers, shelves and storage space for computer.

 
2,770.00 

Recommended Extras

TF-WS3-C2 TechSoft Workstation for Knife Cutting 1,575.00 

RL-STAND2 Stand for GS-24E  299.00 

Recommended Materials
Card is required to be used as a backing sheet when cutting fabric. The 
fabric is adhered to the card using the high/low tack tape. 

CA053 200 sheets 275gsm, A4 card  21.00 

CA054 100 sheets 275gsm, A3 card 21.00

CA050 100 sheets 280gsm, A2 card 65.00

TA-TAPE-KC High/Low tack tape 12mm x 50mm 6.65
For heat applied vinyls see page 24.  The full range of materials can be found online at 
www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/KnifeCuttingMaterials or in our main TechSoft Product 
Guide.

Accessories
The standard cutter is used for most applications. However, when cutting 
thicker materials the TA-CMCH cutter is the better choice.

TA-CMC Carbide Cutter x 1  14.95 

TA-CMC-5 Carbide Cutter x 5  59.95 

TA-CMCH Carbide Cutter for Thick Materials 16.95

Details of these cutters and our full range of accessories can be found online at 
www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/KnifeCuttingToolsAccessories or our main TechSoft 
Product Guide.

Recommended Software
2D Design V2 (page 4), 2D PCB, 2D Primary

How Does This Fit In With Textiles?
For easy surface decoration, textile vinyls can offer a wonderful array of colours, whilst the flock version 
also gives that extra textural interest.  The introduction of retro-reflective vinyls give the opportunity to be 
creative with technical textiles within the classroom.  Simply cut out your image from vinyl and use a heat 
press to adhere it to the fabric. Very quick and easy to do in the classroom, yet it achieves the professional 
look that the students require.

TechSoft are stockists of a range of technical non-woven fabrics that lend themselves to being cut both on 
the knife cutter and the laser cutter. Of these the Vilene S80 and Decovil Light cut well on the GS-24E and 
TechSoft can offer a cutting blade that will optimise the cleanness of the cut.  In all cases of cutting fabrics 
on the GS-24E, the fabric piece should be ironed onto freezer paper to support it and then in turn stuck to 
the sacrificial backing card with TechSoft’s low tack double sided tape.  This will stop the fabric from tearing 
and moving around during the cutting process.  Intricate cutting is not recommended – you would be better 
using the laser cutter – but for simple shapes and appliques, this is a quick, accurate and repeatable way to 
cut out fabric.

Replace the knife blade with a pen and you have a large plotter for drawing out original pattern pieces, ready 
to pin onto your fabric.  It really is industrial practise in the classroom.

Pre-printed non-woven fabric 
is scored and cut in a GS-24E Textile

Container

Free Education Training Pack worth £85 
(GS-24E Only)
The Training Pack gives you everything you need to 
get the machine out of the box and earning its keep 
in the shortest time possible.  We have distilled 
key information into a series of tutorials that will 
guide you through setting-up, and then 
a series of projects that illustrate 
the full potential of the machine.  
Each pack contains a project 
CD, a booklet to guide you 
and a selection of materials.  
Completing the Training Pack is 
not onerous; it will provide a sample 
set of project ideas - some of which are 
shown below - and the confidence to develop 
your own ideas.

Warranty
UK Mainland & Ireland: 2 Years On-Site
Elsewhere: 2 Years Return and Collect
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The TechSoft Advantage
TechSoft have an exclusive arrangement to supply LaserCAM to UK Education and we work 
closely with the manufacturers to ensure that the machines meet all necessary standards for 
price, safety and quality.  TechSoft have developed features in 2D Design V2 to make output 
direct and seamless - LaserCAM is the only laser cutting and engraving machine on the market 
to have this ‘designed-in’ compatibility.  TechSoft will install your machine, provide training, and 
be your first point of contact in case of a problem, so any issues will be dealt with quickly.  We 
are proud of our reputation for excellent customer service and person-to-person contact is an 
important feature of this.  In addition, you will have unlimited access to technical support by 
phone, letter or email.

So What Can I Cut With a LaserCAM?
Apart from metal and vinyl, most workshop plastics, textiles and graphic materials are 
fine.  For details of non-textiles please refer to the main TechSoft 
Product Guide.

Great effects on a variety of textiles can be achieved – from the 
finest organza to the stiff Vilene S133 non-woven (great for 3D 
textiles - see page 29), plus everything in between.   Finer fabrics 
benefit from being temporarily stuck down onto a card backing 
so that pieces, as they are cut, don’t blow about and get in the 
way.  A comprehensive guide to suggested cutting and engraving 
settings is supplied with the TechSoft Laser Training Pack – 
however every fabric will vary so testing is an important part of 
the learning for students.  The only fabrics to avoid are those 
with a chloride content such as PVC, heat applied textile 
vinyl, synthetic leathers, or waterproofed fabrics.

Buy with Confidence
A TechSoft LaserCAM package 
is supplied and installed with 
everything you need so laser cutting 
and engraving can start right away.  
TechSoft have been supplying 
LaserCAM to schools for over ten 
years and remain committed to 
providing the best technology and 
the highest level of service needed to 
secure your investment for the long 
term. 

Why Invest in a LaserCAM System?
Lasers are about the simplest way possible to get from CAD drawing to finished 
product.  They work with extraordinary accuracy and delicacy, are quick to produce 
results, and the finished edge is usually just that - finished.  With a few important 
exceptions, lasers will cut and engrave a huge variety of materials, so just about every 
area of Design and Technology is able to get the benefit.  LaserCAM is, essentially, a 2D 
machine so it will find its place alongside milling and knife cutting machines, to give 
students a realistic experience of real-world practice, and to give them the right mix of 
tools for specific applications.

High Specification Laser Cutters and Engravers

LaserCAM is the only 
laser cutting & engraving 
machine with guaranteed direct 
output from 2D Design V2

16



Prices £*                                                                *See Pricing Information inside front cover 

What’s Included in Each Package

Complete Extraction System
High capacity, auto-switching extraction unit with integral air-assist compressor.  
Self-regulating for optimum flow rate.  LCD display to monitor filter condition.

Free Education Training Pack worth £120
The Training Pack gives you everything you need to reinforce 
the training provided on installation and to have the machine 
earning its keep in the shortest time possible.  We have 
distilled key information into a series of tutorials that will 
guide you through a series of projects that illustrate the 
full potential of the machine.  

Commissioning & Training
The cost of the LaserCAM also includes commissioning and 
training on the same day.

Warranty
UK Mainland & Ireland: 2 Year On-Site
Elsewhere: 2 Year Return and Collect

LaserCAM A1+

A compact package for large scale work, 
the A1+ machine features advanced optical 
systems to ensure consistent performance 
across the work area.  60W or 100W laser 
power will clearly be an advantage to achieve 
maximum throughput for large projects.

Specification

Laser Power:
Axis Travel:
Max. Head Speed:
Max. Resolution:
Focus:
Positioning:
Interface:
Weight:

Dimensions: 

Extractor:
Extractor On/Off:

30, 60 or 100W
1000 x 600 x 230mm
1524mm/sec
1000dpi
Auto
Red beam pointer
USB
259 kg (LaserCAM only)
70 kg (Extractor only)
1450(W)x820(D)x1064(H)mm 
(NOT including extraction unit)
TMA-EXT1
Auto-switching and auto 
over-run for extraction/
air-assist.

LaserCAM A2+

For most schools, this machine offers the ideal 
balance between work area, cost and space 
needed in the workshop or studio.  30W of 
laser power will do everything you ask of it – 
60W will do it much faster.

Specification

Laser Power:
Axis Travel:
Max. Head Speed:
Max. Resolution:
Focus:
Positioning:
Interface:
Weight:

Dimensions : 

Extractor:
Extractor On/Off:

30 or 60 W
660 x 495 x 210mm
1524mm/sec
1000dpi
Auto
Red beam pointer
USB
180 kg (LaserCAM only)
70 kg (Extractor only)
960(W)x890(D)x1020(H)mm 
(NOT including extraction unit)
TMA-EXT1B
Auto-switching and auto 
over-run for extraction/
air-assist.

LaserCAM A3+

A compact machine where the extraction 
system doubles as a wheeled base unit - ideal 
if the machine has to be shared between 
rooms, or if space is really tight.

Specification

Laser Power:
Axis Travel:
Max. Head Speed:
Max. Resolution:
Focus:
Positioning:
Interface:
Weight:

Dimensions :

Extractor:
Extractor On/Off:

30W
450 x 310 x 150mm
1524mm/sec
1000dpi
Auto
Red beam pointer
USB
70 kg (LaserCAM only)
60 kg (Extractor only)
690(W)x900(D)x895(H)mm 
(including extraction unit)
TMA-EXT3
Auto-switching and auto 
over-run for extraction/
air-assist.

MP-LCA3P-30NR LaserCAM A3+ 30W Package Includes 
machine, extractor, training pk, commissioning & training  11,500.00 

MP-LCA2P-30NR LaserCAM A2+ 30W Package Includes 
machine, extractor, training pk, commissioning & training  13,995.00 

MP-LCA2P-60NR LaserCAM A2+ 60W Package Includes 
machine, extractor, training pk, commissioning & training  18,995.00 

MP-LCA1P-30NR LaserCAM A1+ 30W Package Includes 
machine, extractor, training pk, commissioning & training  19,995.00 

MP-LCA1P-60NR LaserCAM A1+ 60W Package Includes 
machine, extractor, training pk, commissioning & training  24,995.00 

MP-LCA1P-
100NR

LaserCAM A1+ 100W Package Includes 
machine, extractor, training pk, commissioning & training  32,145.00 

Optional Extra

TMA-LC-R Rotary Attachment for LaserCAM
(Please state model when ordering) 550.00

Recommended Materials
Details of our full range of materials can be found online at www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/
LaserCuttingMaterials or in our main TechSoft Product Guide.

TPM4-LC3 Mixed Materials Pack for A3+  (Save £15) 205.00

TPM4-LC2 Mixed Materials Pack for A2+ (Save £20) 375.00

TPM4-LC1 Mixed Materials Pack for A1+ (Save £25) 485.00

Recommended Software
2D Design V2 (page 4)

Ideal for

Education

Optional Extra - Rotary Attachment

A Rotary Attachment is the only accessory you 
might want in addition to the standard 
LaserCAM package.  We have written an extra 
dialog box into 2D Design to make it simple to 
set the design area of your cylindrical shape.  
To output, just tick the ‘Use Rotary’ option.  A Rotary Table adds a new 
dimension to laser work allowing great scope for lighting, jewellery and 
decorative project work - we think its well worth having.

Laser Cutting / Engraving
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The Technology Explained
Sublimation is when a solid changes into a gas and back to a solid without going 
through a liquid stage in between.  Images for sublimation are printed onto special 
paper using a purpose-made sublimation printer.  At this stage, the ink is a solid layer 
on top of the paper.  This paper is then positioned on the surface to be printed (ink-side-
down) within a heat press.  The heat and pressure cause the ink to turn into gas which 
then transfers into the fibres.  The gas cools, returns to a solid state and forms a permanent 
bond with polymer fibres within the fabric.  The result is an extremely durable and light-
resistant print which is washable and requires no further finishing.  A particular advantage 
is that Sublimation has little discernable effect on the weight and tactile properties of 
the fabric.  The Sublimation Technology is perfect for incorporating STEM into your 
lessons!
 
SubliJet-HD technology from Sawgrass uses gel inks and has transformed the 
reliability and cost-effectiveness of Sublimation technology for schools.  Gel inks 
do not dry out and clog print heads, they are clean to use and SubliJet-HD printers 
are virtually maintenance-free.  TechSoft offer both A4 and A3 format printers 
and a full range of consumables.  Because SubliJet-HD printers are designed for 
the purpose, image reversal is set up when the printer is installed and is taken 
care of automatically thereafter.  If images need fine tuning then colour-
corrective software (included with the printer) alleviates the problem of 
having the image on screen appearing different to the printed version.

What can I do with my Sublimation system?
Sublimation is the ideal system for creating original printed 
textiles and for applying digital images onto existing textile 
products including bags, clothing, banners and accessories.  
TechSoft supply a huge range of sublimation-ready ‘blank’ 
items including phone pouches, ‘T’-shirts, mouse 
mats, mugs – even flip flops (see pages 20-21)!  
Sublimation provides an easy to manage 
and versatile resource for enterprise and 
fund-raising projects.  Students can 
quickly produce professional quality 
products that people will want to buy.  

What about Laser Image 
Transfer (LIT)?
LIT provides a versatile resource 
that will transfer images onto a huge 
range of ‘standard’ materials in a D&T 
department – including textiles.  If schools 
have invested in LIT technology then it 
can certainly be taken advantage of, but 
Sublimation is by far the preferred option for 
textile printing.  For further information on LIT 
systems please see the TechSoft Main Product 
Guide or online at: 
www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/ImageTransfer/LIT

Transfer Brilliant, Full Colour Graphics onto Textiles and 
other “sublimation friendly” items
Sublimation printing is an easy and effective way to introduce industry standard 
digital printing into the classroom environment.  It is best suited to man-made fabrics 
containing polymer-based fibres, making it perfect for transferring designs to technical 
textiles or those that are difficult to dye under school conditions.   A sublimation printing 
system offers versatility across the whole department with a wide range of opportunities 
to customise ready-made garments.

Sublimation
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Prices £*                                                               *See Pricing Information inside front cover 

A3 Ricoh SG7100DN Sublimation PrinterA4 Sawgrass Virtuoso SG400 Sublimation Printer

Sublimation Textiles Starter Packs

MP10-
SUB-A4

Sublimation Textiles Starter Pk A4 Inc Sawgrass Virtuoso 
SG400 A4 Printer, 4 sublimation cartridges, multi-functional swing 
press (380x300mm), 2 Teflon Sheets, 200 sheets A4 sublimation paper, 
heat resistant tape

1,120.00

MP10-
SUB-A3

Sublimation Textiles Starter Pk A3 Inc Sawgrass Virtuoso 
SG800 A3 printer, 4 sublimation cartridges, swing press (380x500mm), 
2 Teflon Sheets, 200 sheets A3 sublimation paper, heat resistant tape

2,470.00

Sublimation Printers

SUBM-A4-
SG400

Sawgrass Virtuoso SG400 A4 Sublimation Printer 
with 4 sublimation cartridges (42ml black, 29ml colours)

429.00 

SUBM-A3-
SG800

Sawgrass Virtuoso SG800 A3 Sublimation Printer 
with 4 sublimation cartridges (75ml black, 68ml colours)

1,324.00

Heat Presses
For heat presses see page 22.

Materials and Accessories 
See details of a range of materials and accessories on pages 20-21.  
The full range can be found online at www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/
ImageTransferSublimationMaterials or in our main TechSoft Product Guide. 

Sublimation Printers

This A4 sublimation printer from Sawgrass provides high quality, vibrant 
images onto sublimation media.  Using new SubliJet-HD technology, the 
SG400 uses gel-based inks and a special application system to eliminate 
blockages and prevent drying-up.  This is particularly important in schools 
where machines may not be used for extended periods.  Ink cartridges are 
supplied as sealed units for mess-free changing.    

The Sawgrass Virtuoso SG800 allows both A3 and A4 print options with 
all the advantages of Sawgrass SubliJet-HD ink technology.  Sharp, true 
colour images are delivered with impressive print speed.  An A3 Swing 
Press will be required to take full advantage of this machine.  (Please note 
that all SubliJet-HD printers are not suitable for general paper printing.)

Sublimation Starter Packs

Everything you need to set up your textiles sublimation business – all you 
need is imagination and the products you will customise (and sell?).  The 
pack contains a Sawgrass Virtuoso SG400 A4 printer, CMYK ink cartridges, 
300x380mm multi-functional swing press, 2 telfon sheets, 200 sheets of 
A4 sublimation paper and heat resistant tape.

An ideal starter pack for a business project and a great classroom resource.  
The extra capacity will be ideal for students needing to print larger projects 
and bespoke textiles.  The pack contains a Sawgrass Virtuoso SG800 A3 
printer, CMYK ink cartridges, 380x500mm swing press, 2 teflon sheets, 200 
sheets of A3 sublimation paper and heat resistant tape.

Sublimation Textiles Starter Packs A4

Sublimation Textiles Starter Packs A3

Specifications
Size: A3
Ink: SubliJet-HD
Speed: High Speed: 156/hr @ 600 x 600 dpi

High Quality: 72/hr @ 600 x 600 dpi
Adv. Photo: 22/hr @ 1200 x 1200 dpi

Resolution: Up to 1200 x 1200 dpi
Interface: USB or Ethernet
Weight: 19.1kg
Dimensions: 540(W) x 552(D) x 259(H)mm
Power Requirements: 240V, 13A Socket

Warranty: 1 Year Return to Base (UK Mainland & Ireland)
1 Year Return and Collect (Elsewhere)

Specifications
Size: A4
Ink: SubliJet-HD
Speed: High Speed: 156/hr @ 600 x 600 dpi

High Quality: 72/hr @ 600 x 600 dpi
Adv. Photo: 22/hr @ 1200 x 1200 dpi

Resolution: Up to 3600 x 1200 dpi
Interface: USB or Ethernet
Weight: 10.5kg
Dimensions: 399(W) x 437(D) x 213(H)mm
Power Requirements: 240V, 13A Socket

Warranty: 1 Year Return to Base (UK Mainland & Ireland)
1 Year Return and Collect (Elsewhere)
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Adult Size: XS S M L XL XXL

Chest: 35” 38” 40” 43” 45” 48”

Child Size: XS S M L XL

Age: 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/11 12/13

Adult Size: XS S M L XL XXL 3XL

Chest: 35” 38” 40” 43” 45” 48” 50”

Polo Shirts
These bright white polo shirts are made from 100% Polyester and are designed 
specifically to give the brightest and most durable results for Sublimation 
printing.  These shirts cannot be beaten for faithfully reproducing subtleties 
and true colours in the original design image.

SUB-PS1-2-WH White Polo Shirt Designed for Sublimation 
(Sizes XS-XXL, Chest 35” - 48”) 185gsm. 

5.50

Caps

SUB-CAP-WH White Polyester Cap 2.80

Baby Items
These large bibs are made of a microfibre material 
which is not only soft but very absorbent.  They are 
machine washable and the image will not fade over 
time.

SL-BIB-COL
Baby bib.  Coloured trim available in 
pink, blue or white.  Please specify colour 
when ordering.

2.50

Clothing Designed for Sublimation

Soft Rubber Cases, Covers and Pouches
These products are made from a 3.5mm thick black rubber compound which 
offers great protection and they have a white jersey surface which can be 
personalised using sublimation or LIT.

SL-GLS10 10 Small Glasses Pouches (60 x 155mm)  10.50 

SL-GLL10 10 Large Glasses Pouches (75 x 160mm)  12.60 

SL-NETB Netbook Cover (270 x 190mm)  2.90 

SL-IPAD iPad Cover (255 x 190mm)  2.90 

SL-MP3L10 10 Large iPhone/iPod/MP3 Cases (78 x 130mm)  12.60 

Bags

SL-BAG1 Vanity/Pencil Bag (220 x 120mm)  2.65 

SL-BG1-WH White Gym Bag (450 x 340mm) 1.99

Leather Cases
Leather cases for iPhones.  Magnetic fastening and inside out slots for credit 
cards.  Made from durable faux leather PU with printable white polyester 
surface.

SUB-PHONE1-1 Leather Case for iPhone 4/4S 3.45

SUB-PHONE1-2 Leather Case for iPhone 5/5S 3.45

SUB-PHONE1-3 Leather Case for Samsung S3 3.45

SUB-PHONE1-4 Leather Case for Samsung S4 3.45

SUB-TS1-1-WH White T-Shirt Designed for Sublimation 
(Child Ages 3/4-12/13, XS-XL).

4.80

SUB-TS1-2-WH White T-Shirt Designed for Sublimation 
(Sizes XS-3XL, 35”-50”).

4.30

T - Shirts
These bright white ‘T’-shirts are made from 100% 
Polyester and are designed specifically to give the 
brightest and most durable results for Sublimation 
printing.  These shirts cannot be beaten for faithfully 
reproducing subtleties and true colours in the original 
design image.



Mouse Mats

SL-MAT10-WF 10 Mouse Mats (250 x 190 x 6mm) White 
fabric surface with black rubber base  9.50 

SL-MAT10-RWF
10 Mouse Mats (190mm dia, x 6mm) 
White fabric surface with black rubber 
base

 10.50 

Teddy Bear with White T-Shirt

SUB-BEAR10 10”  Teddy Bear with one white T-Shirt 6.45

SUB-BEAR10-S Spare white sublimation shirt for SUB-
BEAR10 1.50
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Sublimation Transfer Paper

SUB-P200-A4 200 A4 Sheets Sublimation Paper  25.00 

SUB-P100-A3 100 A3 Sheets Sublimation Paper  25.00 

Teflon sheets provide added protection to the heated upper platen on a 
heat press when used with fabrics.

LIT-TEFLON Teflon Sheet for use with fabrics, etc. 
(380 x 500mm)  7.35 

SL-HEATTAPE Heat resistant tape  6.30 

Teflon Sheets

Heat Tape

Transfer Paper

For Sawgrass Virtuoso SG800
SUBA-SG800-B Black Ink Cartridge 75ml 60.00
SUBA-SG800-CMY* Colour Ink Cartridge 68ml 60.00

SUBA-SG800-IC Ink Collection Unit for Sawgrass 
SG800 42.00

For Sawgrass Virtuoso SG400 (or low capacity inks for SG800)
SUBA-SG400-B Black Ink Cartridge 42ml 55.00
SUBA-SG400-CMY* Colour Ink Cartridge 29ml 40.00

SUBA-SG400-IC Ink Collection Unit for Sawgrass 
SG400 42.00

For Ricoh SG7100DN
SUBA-SG7100-B Black Ink Cartridge 68ml 63.00
SUBA-SG7100-
CMY* Colour Ink Cartridge 60ml 63.00

SUBA-SG3110-IC Ink Collection Unit for Ricoh 
SG3110DN/SG7100DN/SG7100 35.00

For Ricoh SG3110DN (or low capacity inks for SG7100DN)
SUBA-SG3110-B Black Ink Cartridge 42ml 58.00
SUBA-SG3110-
CMY* Colour Ink Cartridge 29ml 42.00

SUBA-SG3110-IC Ink Collection Unit for Ricoh 
SG3110DN/SG7100DN/SG7100 35.00

For Ricoh GX7700, GXe3300N & GX7000  see www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/
ImageTransferSublimationMaterials/SublimationPrinterConsumables

*When ordering, where CMY is included in the order code, please change this to 
specify whether cyan, magenta or yellow is required.

Sublimation Printer Consumable

Heat tape is used when you need to fix the transfer paper in place before 
transferring the image on the heat press.  It is essential when transferring 
images onto mugs using the mug press, and is also useful with CAD/CAM 
applications.

Back Packs
These children’s backpacks comprise of two zipped compartments - one 
large section and a smaller front pocket.  In addition they have two mesh 
pockets on either side.  The straps are padded and adjustable.

SUB-BP1-COL Child’s Back Pack (available in red or blue).  
Please state colour required when ordering. 7.50

Flip Flops

 

SL-FLIPK10 10 Pairs Kids Flip Flops (Small 17cm, 
Medium 19cm, or Large 22cm)  33.60 

SL-FLIPA10 10 Pairs Adults Flip Flops (Small size 4-6, 
Medium size 7-9 or Large size 10-12)  47.25 

SL-FLIPTOOL Flip Flop Tool (to attach straps)  28.90 

For full details of all products and material ready for sublimation printing accross 
a wide range of materials, please refer to the main TechSoft Product Guide, or 
online at www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/ImageTransferSublimationMaterials.
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Perfect Control for All Heat Applied Processes
Both LIT* and Sublimation processes require a heat press to transfer images from the transfer media to the object to be printed.  Close control of temperature, 
pressure and time is needed for high quality, predictable results.  All these machines feature built-in timers, temperature control and pressure adjustment.  Laser 
Image Transfer is demanding in terms of accurate, even pressure so only the heavily-built Swing Presses will serve this purpose.  Sublimation is tolerant of small 
variations so the lighter multi-functional swing press will be fine.  The cap press we list is suitable for both LIT and Sublimation.  Please check carefully before ordering. 

Prices £* *See Pricing Information on page 2

A3 Swing Press (for Sublimation and LIT)

SLM-SWINGPRESS Swing Press 380 x 500mm platen size 1,090.00

SLM-SPBASE1
250 x 250mm Interchangeable Press 
Platen Base for Swing Press SLM-
SWINGPRESS

145.00

Multi-Functional Swing Press (for Sublimation only)

SLM-
SWINGPRE3830

Multi-Functional Swing Press 
380 x 300mm platen size 645.00

SLM-SPCAP1 150 x 80mm cap attachment for SLM-
SWINGPR3830 60.00

Cap Press (for Sublimation and LIT)

SLM-CAPPRESS Cap Press 735.00 

Swing Presses 

This press features heavily engineered components to ensure high, even 
pressure across the platen.  Precise control is by an advanced digital 
system.  An LCD control panel makes setting and monitoring time and 
temperature clear and very easy.  A swing press can be used for LIT, 
Sublimation and all of TechSoft’s heat applied media (see page 24).  
Includes 2 Teflon sheets.

Specifications
Display Timer Range:
Working Temperature:
Weight:
Dimensions:
Working Area:
Power Requirements:
Warranty:

0 - 9.59 mins
70 - 230°C
45kg
510(W) x 890(D) x 350(H)mm
1100(W) x 920(D) x 650(H)mm
240V, 2.5kW, 13A Socket
1 Year Return to Base (UK Mainland & Ireland)
1 Year Return and Collect (Elsewhere)

Cap Press 

This versatile cap press will apply LIT* or Sublimation images to baseball 
caps and many types of headwear.  It can also be used with TechSoft’s 
heat applied media (see page 24).  Features robust construction for 
longevity and reliability.  Microprocessor controlled for accurate time and 
temperature setting and for ease of operation.  The position of the base 
table is adjustable to suit different styles of cap.

Specifications
Display Timer Range:
Working Temperature:
Weight:
Dimensions:
Working Area:
Power Requirements:
Warranty:

0 - 9.59 mins
70 - 235°C
15kg
280(W) x 520(D) x 430(H)mm
280(W) x 520(D) x 800(H)mm
240V, 13A Socket
1 Year Return to Base (UK Mainland & Ireland)
1 Year Return and Collect (Elsewhere)

Multi-Functional Swing Press

This robust swing press is ideal for Sublimation printing.  The 380 x 
300mm platen provides generous accommodation for flat work including 
‘T’-shirts.  Add the cap and plate press attachments and you have an 
economical, versatile machine for a wide variety of Sublimation projects.  
Easy to use digital controls allow accurate temperature and dwell settings.

Specifications
Display Timer Range:
Max. Working Temp:
Weight:
Dimensions:
Working Area:
Power Requirements:
Warranty:

0 - 9999 sec
260°C
29kg
500(W) x 500(D) x 470(H)mm
380(W) x 300(D)mm
230V, 13A Socket
1 Year Return to Base (UK Mainland & Ireland)
1 Year Return and Collect (Elsewhere) 
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Blanca Press

The Blanca Press fills the gap between smaller domestic ironing presses and 
expensive, large heavy duty laundry equipment. The Blanca Press will stand 
up to heavy, continuous daily use and its rugged construction has proved it 
to be very reliable.

Power Requirements: 240V 7A

Prices £*                                                                                          *See Pricing Information inside front cover

MM-PRESS1 Blanca Press 595.00

FastPress

FastPress is quick to set up on any table or any work surface, light and easy to 
carry around and takes up very little storage space.  The easy to use FastPress 
features fingertip closing and simple, clear controls.

Power Requirements: 240V 7A

FastPress Steam

The new Fastpress Steam has a pressure steam system and has a Teflon 
coated heating plate which is somewhat hotter for the user than the non-
steam version. The steam is very effective where an occasional shot of steam 
is required for creases in trousers etc., and should not be compared to the 
continuous flow of a steam iron.

Power Requirements: 240V 10A

 TEL: 01745 535007 FAX: 01745 535008

General Equipment
Textiles

 
Dressmaker’s Dummy

This Dressmaker’s Dummy has an 8-part body to enable 
the waistline to be lengthened when a longer back 
measurement is required.  The neck is fully adjustable with 
an auto-set system and useful pin cushion.

  

 
Ironing Table and Iron

Professional Ironing Table
The Rotondi PVT-30 is a professional 
ironing table at an economy price.  The 
heated main table features a 3-layer cover 
and  thermostatic heater control.  The table 
supplied is a general purpose form that will 
suit most applications.  An integral vacuum 
system will hold garments flat onto the 
form for easy pressing. 

Weight: 68kg
Dimensions: 1490(W) x 530(D) x 900(H)mm

Professional Steam Iron
The Rotondi Mini 3 is a professional quality iron 
for use with conventional ironing boards or will 
be the perfect compliment to the PVT-30 table.  
The base unit houses a stainless steel 2.15 litre 
water tank and 1.3kW heater for rapid steam 
generation.  Double protection against over-
pressure and heat is built-in.  The ergonomically 
designed iron features an 800W element.  

Prices £*                                                                                            *See Pricing Information inside front cover

MM-DUMMY1-P
Dressmaker’s Dummy Petite Size
Bust 71 - 86cm (28” - 34”), Waist 56 - 74cm (22” - 
29”), Hips 76 - 94cm (30” - 37”)

108.00

MM-DUMMY1-S
Dressmaker’s Dummy Small Size
Bust 84 - 104cm (33” - 41”), Waist 59 - 81cm (23” - 
31”), Hips 86 - 106cm (34” - 42”)

108.00

MM-DUMMY1-M
Dressmaker’s Dummy Medium Size
Bust 100 - 116cm (39” - 47”), Waist 74 - 94cm (29” - 
37”), Hips 102 - 122cm (40” - 48”) 

108.00

MM-DUMMY1-F
Dressmaker’s Dummy Full Figure Size
Bust 115 - 134cm (45” - 53”), Waist 97 - 116cm (38” 
- 46”), Hips 120 - 140cm (47” - 56”)

128.00

Prices £*                                                                                          *See Pricing Information inside front cover

MM-PRESS2 FastPress 250.00

Prices £*                                                                                          *See Pricing Information inside front cover

MM-PRESS3 FastPress Steam 299.00

Prices £*                                                                                            *See Pricing Information inside front cover

MM-IRONBRD2 Rotondi PVT-30 Ironing Table 1,085.00

MM-IRONSG1 Rotondi Mini 3 Steam Generator Iron 
(for use with MM-IRONBRD2) 305.00

MM-IRONBRD2

MM-IRONSG1
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Heat applied reflective vinyl is a brand new material that 
knife cuts easily for heat pressing onto garments and 
accessories.   It has a striking effect in natural daylight 
and astonishing impact when caught by lights. 

It is available in sheets 480 x 320mm, in a range of colours 
and effects.

* When ordering, where COL is included in the order 
code, please change this to specify the actual colour(s) 
required.

Black White Silver Gold Red Orange Yellow Royal

Green Pink

TAVRPF-COL* Single colour reflective heat applied vinyl 
sheet 480 x 320mm.  6.30 

TAVRPF5-5-SL 5m x 500mm Silver reflective heat applied 
vinyl (ideal for saftety garments)

64.00

Black/
Gold

Black/
Silver

Red/
Silver

Royal/
Silver

Pink/
Silver

Purple/
Silver

Gold/
Gold

Silver/
Silver

TAVRPFM-COL* Mottled effect reflective heat applied vinyl 
sheet 480 x 320mm. 7.90

Black/
Gold

Black/
Silver

Red/
Silver

Pink/
Silver

Purple/
Silver

Royal/
Silver

Silver/
Silver

Gold/

TAVRPFS-COL* Scratched effect reflective heat applied vinyl 
sheet 480 x 320mm. 7.90

Heat applied coloured vinyl is simple to use
and gives superb results on garments.  
Simply mirror the image, then cut on the 
CAMM 1, VersaSTUDIO, VersaCAMM, STIKA 
or CraftROBO - TS as normal.  Weed off the 
excess, lay the material onto the fabric (vinyl 
down) and fix the image using an iron or, even 
easier, a heat press.  After a few seconds cooling, the paper can be peeled 
off to reveal a superb professional quality finish.  When producing batches of 
work, a heat press is particularly recommended.
Heat applied vinyl is available in sheets, in a range of colours.  

Black White Silver Gold Red Orange Yellow

Blue Pale 
Blue

Navy 
Blue

Green Pink Purple

* When ordering, where COL is included in the order code, please change this 
to specify the actual colour required.  (N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.)

355 x 225mm size

TAVI-P2 Mixed pack of 13 heat applied vinyl sheets.  
One of each colour  31.00 

TAVI-10-COL* 10 heat applied vinyl sheets.  All same colour 24.50 

TAVI-25-COL* 25 heat applied vinyl sheets.  All same colour 57.00 

450 x 355mm size

TAVJ-P2 Mixed pack of 13 heat applied vinyl sheets.  
One of each colour 61.00 

TAVJ-10-COL* 10 heat applied vinyl sheets.  All same colour  48.00 

TAVJ-25-COL* 25 heat applied vinyl sheets .  All same colour  114.00 

Do you enjoy using heat applied vinyl but wish it had 
a little more texture?  TechSoft now stock a range 
of flocked vinyl, which gives an extra dimension 
to your designs.  Heat applied flock is available in 
sheets, in a range of colours.

N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.

Standard Mixed Pack P1

Black White Red Yellow Royal Navy Green

Printed Mixed Pack P2

Leopard Snake Lizard Camouflage

* When ordering, where COL or PRT is included in the order code, please 
change this to specify the actual colour or print required.

TAVIF-P1 Mixed pack of 7 standard heat applied flock 
sheets (Nominal size: 500 x 500mm)

77.00 

TAVIF5-5-COL* 5m x 500mm standard heat applied flock 73.00 

TAVIF-P2 Mixed pk of 4 printed heat applied flock 
sheets (Nominal size: 500 x 500mm)

38.00

TAVIF5-5-PRT* 5m x 500mm printed heat applied flock 
(Available in Snake or Lizard only) 81.00

Heat Applied Reflective Vinyl

Heat Applied Flock

Knife Cutting
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Heat applied vinyl is a popular material for CAD/
CAM activities in both Textiles and Graphic Products 
lessons.  This printable, heat applied vinyl material 
takes the process further.  Most standard inkjet and 
some laser printers will print the image, then the 
shape of the graphic can be cut using any of our 
CNC knife-cutters.  This print-and-cut process is 
an excellent technique for teaching CAD/CAM.  Print 
alignment is automatic with GS-24E, GX-24E, CX-24EO or CraftROBO 
machines or can be achieved manually with the Stika using the TechSoft 
Alignment Guide supplied in Training Packs.

For Inkjet Printers

TAVIP-K4-10 10 A4 sheets heat applied printable vinyl  19.95 

TAVIP-K4-25 25 A4 sheets heat applied printable vinyl  47.00 

TAVIP-K4-50 50 A4 sheets heat applied printable vinyl  93.00 

TAVIP-K3-10 10 A3 sheets heat applied printable vinyl  37.00 

TAVIP-K3-25 25 A3 sheets heat applied printable vinyl  89.00 

TAVIP-K3-50 50 A3 sheets heat applied printable vinyl  176.00 

For TMT Laser Printers see main TechSoft Product Guide or online.

Heat Applied Vinyl
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An astonishing applique material with low visual impact in daylight and 
amazing ‘glow in the dark’ brilliance when caught by lights or photo-flash.  
The material is satin-stitched to the garment in the shape of the design.  The 
stitched border effectively cuts the vinyl to shape ready for permanent fixing 
with a heat press.   

It is available in sheets 480 x 320mm, in a range of colours and effects.

* When ordering, where COL is included in the order code, please change this to 
specify the actual colour(s) required.

Black White Silver Gold

Red Orange Yellow Royal

Green Pink .

TAVRSF-COL* Single colour Reflective Heat Applied 
Stitched Vinyl sheet 480 x 320mm.  5.80

Black/Gold Black/Silver Red/Silver Royal/Silver

Pink/Silver Purple/Silver Gold Silver

TAVRSFM-COL* Two Colour Mottled Effect Reflective Heat 
Applied Stitched Vinyl sheet 480 x 320mm.  7.35

 

Black/Gold Black/Silver Red/Silver Pink/Silver

Purple/Silver Royal/Silver Silver Gold

TAVRSFS-COL* Two Colour Scratched Effect Reflective Heat 
Applied Stitched Vinyl sheet 480 x 320mm.  7.35

Without Flash With Flash

Stitch Cut Reflective Vinyl

Preciosa are genuine Czech crystals which are multi-faceted (12 facets) to give 
maximum shine.  The Aurora Borealis Crystals 
act like a prism and reflect the light so as to add 
some real sparkle to your product.   They can be 
used with a variety of materials and colours.

Heat Applied
The Preciosa Hotfix Flatback Crystals are iron-on or for use with a heat press 
(see page 22) ideally in conjunction with a Teflon sheet as it is better to protect 
the surface of the crystals when pressing to release the adhesive.  Timings and 
temperature need testing but 180°C for 10 seconds is a good starting point.

TXCR-H12-
AB

Pack of 100 Preciosa Hotfix Flatback Crystals.  
Aurora Borealis, Size ss12 (3.2mm) 3.40

TXCR-H20-
AB

Pack of 100 Preciosa Hotifx Flatback Crystals.  
Aurora Borealis, Size ss20 (5mm) 5.95

TXCR-H34-
AB

Pack of 36 Preciosa Hotfix Flatback Crystals.  
Aurora Borealis, Size ss34 (7mm)  6.45

Glue-On
For items that cannot be pressed, use the glue-on fix crystals in conjunction 
with the Gem-Tac adhesive and a jewel setter applicator.  Jewel setters come 
in packs of two and are an inexpensive method of holding a crystal and 
positioning it in exactly the correct place. 

The ss20 crystals in glue-on also come as clear – this is for use with sewable 
LEDs when working with E-Textiles.  Use Gem-Tac to glue the crystal directly 
on top of the LED and the light will shine through disguising the LED.

Gem-Tac is a permanent adhesive - it bonds gems, sequins, glitter and 
rhinestones to lots of fabrics.  It will also bond fabrics to glass, vinyl, metal & 
patent leather.  A great multi-purpose adhesive, it is washable, it dries crystal 
clear and is non-toxic and non-flammable.

TXCR-N12-
AB

Pack of 100 Preciosa Glue-on Flatback Crystals.  
Aurora Borealis, Size ss12 (3.2mm) 3.35

TXCR-N20-
AB

Pack of 100 Preciosa Glue-on Flatback Crystals.  
Aurora Borealis, Size ss20 (5mm) 6.30

TXCR-N20-
CL

Pack of 100 Preciosa Glue-on Flatback Crystals.  
Clear, Size ss20 (5mm) 4.50

TXCR-N34-
AB

Pack of 36 Preciosa Glue-on Flatback Crystals.  
Aurora Borealis, Size ss34 (7mm) 5.85

Application Equipment

TXCR-JS1 Pack of 2 Jewel Setters.  (Used for applying 
crystals.) 3.40

TXCR-ADH1 2oz bottle Gem Tac Embellishing Glue for use 
with Glue-on Crystals. 7.40

Preciosa Crystals  Embroidery Felt 

Polyester embroidery felt, 2000mm wide.  Priced per metre (whole metres only).
Available in white, gold, red, dark red, lime green, emerald green, dark green, 
dark blue, dark navy blue, brown, light grey and black.

PA300 Embroidery Felt per metre (2000mm wide)
Please state length and colour required.  18.95 

Embroidery Felt

TXCR-JS 1 TXCR-ADH1
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E Textiles

  E Textiles 

E Textiles describes a contemporary and 
exciting new dimension for textile design.  
Using miniature components and conductive 
thread, simple LED circuits can be built 
into any type of textile product - including 
garments.  For the ultimate in bling for dance 
or evening wear or to take high-visibility 
to another level, E-Textiles has a great deal 
to offer.  The components we offer here have been developed to make the 
technique both accessible and reliable and all have a proven track record for 
success from KS2 to KS5.

How it works?
All the components are designed for easy but discrete stitching to the 
product and feature a pair of through-hole plated connection terminals.  
Simply over-sew around each terminal with conductive thread and a reliable 
circuit can be created.  The different components are simply joined together 
using conductive thread and a small running stitch.  No soldering is needed. 
The conductive thread forms an electrical circuit so the layout must be 
carefully designed to prevent stitches crossing or touching.

Designing with E Textiles
Decide on what type, colour and how many LEDs you wish to use and work 
out their position on the product.  They may sit on the surface or could be 
on a separate layer beneath – it is often easier to work in layers.  Decide on 
what type of switch is required – this could be another component or simply 
metal press studs or a metal zip.  Soft switches can be made from conductive 
fabric and foam and stitched anywhere in the circuit.  Finally, decide where 
the batteries will best be hidden. A single coin cell will power up to 5 LEDs 
depending on the type and colours chosen.  If necessary, an additional power 
supply board (or boards) can be added.  Simply fix and connect them using a 
parallel connection and conductive thread.   

Don’t Do Electronics?
You soon will with E Textiles.  All circuits are made using parallel connections 
for the LEDs with switches connected in series.  Each component has positive 
(+) and negative (–) signs clearly marked and all you do is connect between 
these.  Students will find it helpful to prepare a simple circuit diagram as part 
of their design work to guide them when building their E Textile product.

E Textiles Starter Kit
Contains sewable coin cell holder, 
2m thread and colour changing LED, 
3 sewable coin cell holders, small 
conductive thread bobbin (6m), 10 blue 
sewable LEDs, 10 white sewable LEDs, 
sewable coin cell holder with built-in 
power switch, sewable push switch, 
sewable slide switch, sewable tilt, switch 
& strip of 5 CR2032 coin cells.

TXEF-PK1 E Textiles Starter Pack.  21.50

Flashing LED Kits

              TXEF-LEDF1-COL    TXEF-LEDCC1

TXEF-LEDF1-
COL*

Sewable Flashing LED Kit.  (Includes coin cell holder, 
coin cell, 2m conductive thread, 2 flashing LEDs).  Available 
in blue, green, red and yellow.

2.70

TXEF-LEDCC1
Sewable Colour Changing LED Kit.  (Includes 
coin cell holder, coin cell, 2m conductive thread, colour 
changing LED)

2.70

Sewable Buzzer

TXEF-BUZZ1

TXEF-BUZZ1 Sewable Buzzer  18x8x6mm 2.50

Modules

              TXEF-MOD1        TXEF-MOD2

TXEF-MOD1 E Textiles Module - Flasher Controller & LEDs. 4.80

TXEF-MOD2 E Textiles Module - Light Sensor 3.50

Power Boards
The power supply boards featuring CR2032 coin cells will keep more LEDs 
brighter for longer so are the most popular choice for most students.

        TXEF-CCH1    TXEF-CCH3               TXEF-CCH2                 TXEF-CCH4

TXEF-CCH1 Sewable Coin Cell Holder 
(34x20x4.5mm, accepts CR2032 batteries) 1.10

TXEF-CCH3 Sewable Miniature Coin Cell Holder (22x12.5x4mm, 
accepts CR1220 batteries) 1.10

TXEF-CCH2 Sewable Coin Cell Holder with Switch 
(44x20x4.5mm, accepts CR2032 batteries) 1.85

TXEF-CCH4 Sewable Coin Cell Holder with Latching Switch 
(44x28x5mm, accepts CR2032 batteries) 2.15

This design was created using TechSoft’s 2D Design V2 
and sent to a CAMM 1 to be cut from textile vinyl.  Sewable 
LEDs were added to the eyes and stitched to the power 
supply board in the front pocket using a conductive 
thread.  Crystals were glued onto vinyl to reflect light 
from the LEDs.  Flowers were stitched on the organza with 
soluble fabric stabiliser and were cut out after stitching.

This Sochi Container was made 
using S80 non-woven fabric 
and was printed using the 
Sawgrass SG400 sublimation 
printer.  This was then cut out 
on the CAMM 1 knife cutter.  
The design for the net and all 
the patterns were created in 
TechSoft’s 2D Design V2.  The 
embroidery on the surface and 
side stitching was done using 
a Brother Innov-is 35 sewing 
machine.  Embroidered 3D sections were created using soluble fabric and organza, stitched 
on the Brother Innov-is V3 embroidery machine – the initial design was created in PE Design 
Next software.  The electronics used were sewable LEDs, 3V power supply and a light sensor, 
stitched together with conductive thread.

E Textiles

 www.techsoft.co.uk sales@techsoft.co.uk
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Traditional LEDs
To sew these traditional LEDs onto textiles, simply bend the legs so that they 
are at right angles to the bulb and curl them to form loops, through which 
conductive thread can be oversewn to make the circuit.  Alternatively, the 
5mm LEDs can be soldered onto a handy sewable LED holder.

Standard 3mm LEDs (25 degrees)

TXC-LED3C-10-BL Pk of 10 Blue 3mm Water Clear LED (1750mCd) 1.50

TX-LED3C-10-GR Pk of 10 Green 3mm Water Clear LED (75mCd) 1.00

TX-LED3C-10-OR Pk of 10 Orange 3mm Water Clear LED 
(1750mCd) 1.00

TX-LED3C-10-RD Pk of 10 Red 3mm Water Clear LED (1000mCd) 1.00

TX-LED3C-10-WH Pk of 10 White 3mm Water Clear LED (2750mCd) 1.50

TX-LED3C-10-YL Pk of 10 Yellow 3mm Water Clear LED (1000mCd) 1.00

Standard 5mm LEDs (25 degrees)

TX-LED5C-10-BL Pk of 10 Blue 5mm Water Clear LED (1150mCd) 1.50

TX-LED5C-10-GR Pk of 10 Green 5mm Water Clear LED (1000mCd) 1.00

TX-LED5C-10-OR Pk of 10 Orange 5mm Water Clear LED (900mCd) 1.00

TX-LED5C-10-RD Pk of 10 Red 5mm Water Clear LED (1150mCd) 1.00

TX-LED5C-10-WH Pk of 10 White 5mm Water Clear LED (2250mCd) 1.50

TX-LED5C-10-YL Pk of 10 Yellow 5mm Water Clear LED (800mCd) 1.00

TXEF-HOLD1 Pk of 10 Sewable 5mm LED Holder (18x8x1mm) 3.25

Pink 4.8mm LED (100 degrees)

TX-LED48C-10-PK Pk of 10 Pink 4.8mm Water Clear LED (700mCd) 3.00

Flashing LEDs (15/30 degrees)

TX-LED5FC             TX-LED5FC              TX-LED5FC      TX-LED5FC           TX-LED5FC
    -10-BL               -10-GR                        -10-RD                       -10-WH                   -10-YL

TX-LED5FC-10-BL Pk of 10 Flashing Blue 5mm Water Clear LED 2.40

TX-LED5FC-10-GR Pk of 10 Flashing Green 5mm Water Clear LED 2.40

TX-LED5FC-10-RD Pk of 10 Flashing Red 5mm Water Clear LED 2.40

TX-LED5FC-10-WH Pk of 10 Flashing White 5mm Water Clear LED 2.40

TX-LED5FC-10-YL Pk of 10 Flashing Yellow 5mm Water Clear LED 2.40

TXEF-HOLD1 Pk of 10 Sewable 5mm LED Holder (18x8x1mm) 3.25

Colour Changing LEDs

TX-LED5CC-10 Pk of 10 Colour Changing 5mm LED (diffused, 
VF 2.7-5, 3000mcd@25mA) 5.00

TX-LED10CC-10 Pk of 10 Colour Changing 10mm LED (diffused, 
VF 2.7-5, 3000mcd@25mA) 5.50

Switches
Push switches only operate while you press them so might best be hidden 
in a pocket.  A slide switch stays on so could be behind a cuff or lapel.  A tilt 
switch operates when moved, if stitched into a sleeve then it could make 
the LEDs come on when you raise your arm.  A latching switch is a push on, 
push off switch.  Magnetic switches are in two parts, if they were stitched into 
either side of a pocket then the LEDs could be controlled by placing a hand 
in your pocket.

     TXEF-SW1             TXEF-SW2              TXEF-SW3             TXEF-SW5            TXEF-SW4

TXEF-SW1 Sewable Push Switch (18x8.5x6mm) 0.90

TXEF-SW2 Sewable Slide Switch (18x8.5x4mm) 0.90

TXEF-SW3 Sewable Tilt Switch (26x6.5x7mm) 1.50

TXEF-SW5 Sewable Latching Switch (20x20x4mm) 1.60

TXEF-SW4 Magnetic Switch Complete with Magnet 3.00

Batteries
A single CR1220 coin cell is about the size and weight of a 1p coin and will 
keep a single LED bright for about two hours.  The CR2032 coin cell is about 
the size and weight of a 5p coin and will keep a single LED bright for about 
10 hours.

TXEF-BAT1-5 Pack of 5 CR2032 Coin Cell Batteries 1.20

TXEF-BAT2-5 Pack of 5 CR1220 Coin Cell Batteries 1.20

Conductive Thread
No soldering is needed!  Connections are made using conductive thread.  
Several loops of this are firmly stitched around the connection terminal 
before being taken to the next terminal with a loose running stitch.

             TXEF-CT-2                    TXEF-CT-6                  TXEF-CT-45

TXEF-CT-2 2m Conductive Thread (on Card) 1.66

TXEF-CT-6 6m Conductive Thread (on Card) 2.50

TXEF-CT-45 45m Conductive Thread (on Bobbin) 7.95

TXEF-CT-250 250m Conductive Thread (on Bobbin) 35.00

Conductive Material
Conductive fabric gives even more opportunities for ingenuity.  Small 
patches can be sewn where they can be deliberately (or randomly) touched 
together thus making a soft switch.

                        TXEF-CF-R1                 TXEF-CF-S1

TXEF-CF-R1 Conductive Fabric (Ripstop, 305 x 330mm) 12.00

TXEF-CF-S1 Conductive Fabric (Stretch, 305 x 330mm) 25.00

LED Boards
There are two sorts of LEDs for use in textiles – the sew on ones that come on 
their own board and the regular LEDs for traditional electronic work. 

TXEF-LEDB10-
6-COL*

Pack of 10 Sewable LED Boards (15 x 6.5 x 
2.7mm).  Available in red, blue, white, green and lilac.

4.60

* When ordering, where COL is included in the order code, please change this to specify the actual colour required.
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Mirage Embroidery Threads For Brother PR-Range
This is a spaced dyed rayon thread with contrasting tones 
on a generous 800m spool.  Strong and easy to work with, 
simple designs can be transformed without the need to 
stop the embroidery machine in order to change colour.  
Available in 40 colour types.

TA-EMB-WM-COL* 800m Reel of Mirage Embroidery Thread.  
Available in 40 different colour types. 6.20

Deco Bob Pre-Wounds Bobbins For Brother PR-Range
These pre-wound coloured bobbins are perfect for creating embroidered 
effects that will be viewed from both sides, eg., working on organza or 
making hanging shapes.  The 80 weight thread is efficiently wound onto 
100m spools that fit directly into the Brother PR range of embroidery 
machines.  There are 36 colours available to choose from.

TA-EMB-WD-PK1
Pack of 40 Pre-Wound Bobbins of Deco 
Bob Thread, 100m each, 80wt.  One of 
each colour + 2 White + 2 Black.

22.00

TA-EMB-WD-COL*
Pack of 12 Pre-Wound Bobbins of Deco 
Bob Thread, 100m each, 80wt.  All same 
colour.  36 colours available.

7.60

The Aerofil threads are ideal for all of the Brother sewing machines and come 
in an assorted box of colours.  The Aerolock Premium Overlocking thread is 
sturdy and great for neat and long lasting seams.

Aerofil Sewing and Quilting Threads

TA-EMB-SPK1 Assorted Box of 18 x 200m Threads.  
Various Colours. 24.99

TA-EMB-ST1-COL* Pack of 5 Threads (400m each). 2.50

Aerolock Premium Overlock Thread

TA-EMB-OT1-COL* Box of 4 x 2500m Reels of Overlock 
Thread.  Available in 18 different colours. 3.99

  Brother Upper Embroidery Threads 

High quality embroidery thread which can be purchased in boxed sets or as 
individual colours (see below). 

Brother Embroidery Threads - Satin

TA-EMB-SST-B62 Starter Set of 62 Satin Thread, 300m in 
Labelled Box (Mixed colours) 103.00 

TA-EMB-BST12 Boxed Set of 12 Satin Threads, 300m  20.80 

TA-EMB-BST22 Boxed Set of 22 Satin Threads, 300m  36.60 

TA-EMB-BST40 Boxed Set of 40 Satin Threads, 300m  66.60 

TA-EMB-BST-COL* Pack of 5 Reels of Satin Thread, 300m 
70 standard colours.  Please state colour required

9.15

Brother Embroidery Threads - Matt (Country Yarn)

TA-EMB-BMT40TA-EMB-BMT21

TA-EMB-BMT21 Boxed set of 21 Matt Threads, 300m  36.50 

TA-EMB-BMT40 Boxed set of 40 Matt Threads, 300m  66.50 

TA-EMB-BMT-
COL*

Pack of 5 Reels of Matt Thread, 300m
49 standard colours.  Please state colour required

9.15

Brother Embroidery Threads - Metallic

TA-EMB-BET-COL* Pack of 5 Reels of Metallic Thread, 300m
10 standard colours.  Please state colour required

21.50

Brother Bobbin Thread  For Brother Sewing & Embroidery Machines

TA-EMB-BLT60W-5 1,100m 60wt. white thread (Pk of 5 reels)  23.30 

TA-EMB-BLT60B-5 1,100m 60wt. black thread (Pk of 5 reels)  23.30

Brother Bobbin Thread  For Brother Embroidery Only Machines

TA-EMB-BLT90-5 1,000m 90wt. white thread (Pk of 5 reels)  23.30 

Brother Embroidery Threads Speciality Embroidery Threads

The Madeira embroidery threads can be used with all of our multi-needle 
embroidery machines.

Madeira Embroidery Threads  For Brother Innov-is and PR-Range

TA-EMB-SST-M20

TA-EMB-SST-M20 Starter set of 20 Classic no. 40 Viscose 
Rayon Threads, 1000m (Mixed colours)

65.00

TA-EMB-M401* Classic no. 40 Viscose Rayon, 1000m 
299 standard colours Please state colour required  3.25

TA-EMB-M405* Classic no. 40 Viscose Rayon, 5000m 
299 standard colours Please state colour required  15.60 

Madeira Pre-Wound Bobbins  For Brother PR-Range

PA201 24 pre-wound disposable bobbins, white  6.70 

Sewing and Overlocking Threads

Madeira Embroidery Threads

TA-EMB-BST22 TA-EMB-BST40 TA-EMB-BST12

TA-EMB-WD-COLTA-EMB-WD-PK1

*For choice of colours see our website at www.techsoft.co.uk/Products/TextilesMaterials.  Colour cards are also available for Madeira threads.
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  Interfacings 

These polyester based interfacings are great for painting and sublimation 
printing.  The S80 can be cut on a knife cutter such as the CAMM 1 GS-24E 
as long as the shapes are simple.  All four weights cut beautifully on the laser 
cutter - try ironing on another fabric to the adhesive side first.

Sew-in Interfacing (Vilene S80)
Polyester, firm sew-in interlining.  Use for laser cutting, knife 
cutting, sublimation printing and embroidery.  Can be dyed and 
painted.  Decorate or use as a supportive layer.

TXM01-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets of Vilene S80 14.50

TXM01-3-25 25m x 300mm roll of Vilene S80 61.00

TXM01-9-25 25m x 900mm roll of Vilene S80 125.00

Iron-on Interfacing (Vilene S133)
Very firm and compact fusible interlining.  For fabric bowls, brooches, peaks 
of caps as well as for creative works.  Can be dyed, painted, machine stitched 
or laser cut or just use as a supporting layer.  Excellent for 3D work.

TXM02-A4-10 10 Sheets of Vilene S133 8.50

TXM02-3-25 25m x 300mm roll of Vilene S133 89.00

TXM02-4-25 25m x 450mm roll of Vilene S133 132.00

TXM02-9-25 25m x 450mm roll of Vilene S133 248.00

Iron-on Interfacing with a Soft Leather-Like Feel (Decovil Light)
Firm fusible interlining with a soft leather-like feel.  This is tear resistant, very 
stable fabric yet maintains drape.  Suitable for laser cutting, sublimation 
printing, dyeing and printing – it will also fit in an embroidery hoop for 
computerised machines.  Ideal for creative applications such as hats, belts, 
bags, media cases/book covers, as well as for interior decoration products.

TXM03-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets of Decovil Light 8.50

TXM03-9-15 15m x 900mm roll of Decovil Light 92.00

Iron-on Interfacing with a Firm Leather-Like Feel (Decovil 1)
Very firm fusible interlining with a leather-like feel.  
Ideal for products that need to maintain their shape.  
Tear resistant, very stable and non fraying, it machines 
well and can be laser cut.  Excellent for sublimation 
printing, dyeing or painting and useful for all creative 
handicrafts, hats, belts, bags, media cases/book covers 
as well as for interior decoration products.

TXM04-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets of Decovil 1 8.50

TXM04-9-15 15m x 900mm roll of Decovil 1 147.00

  Bondaweb 

Fabric Fuser
Fine non-woven fabric with adhesive on both sides and paper backing on 
one.  Suitable for all fabrics (including leather at low temperature).  Use for 
applique, mending and general craft work.

TXM21-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets of Vilene Bondaweb 8.50

TXM21-9-25 25m x 900mm roll of Vilene Bondaweb 99.00

  Sample Packs 

Stabilisers are essential backing materials to prevent fabric distortion and 
stitch problems when using machine embroidery.  Interfacings are used as a 
stiffening layer hidden between surface fabrics - collars and cuffs are typical 
examples.  Interfacings are (however) excellent construction materials 
in their own right.  They can be cut, sewn, surface-decorated, folded and 
assembled to open up new and innovative possibilities for textiles work.

TXM-P1

Sample Pack of Stabiliser and Interfacing Materials 
(Contains 9 A4 sheets of Vilene Stabilisers & Interfacings, ie., one 
each of Vilene Stitch & Tear, Fuse & Tear, Soluble (Solufleece), Self-
Adhesive (Filmoplast), Vilene S80, S133, Decovil Light & Decovil 1)

10.50

  Stabilisers 

Stabiliser fabric acts as an important second layer to prevent the top fabric 
from distorting, puckering, catching or being pulled down into the machine.  
The stabiliser fabric is stretched firmly in the embroidery hoop, usually with 
the fabric to be worked on top.  This prevents the fabric from moving or 
stretching during the embroidery process.  Choosing the right stabiliser fabric 
can be a minefield.  There is a huge variety of makes and types to choose 
from and they all profess to do different things. TechSoft have narrowed the 
choice down to four materials from the Vilene range - a company with an 
excellent reputation for reliability, good value and repeatability.

Stitch and Tear
A non-sticky stabiliser that can be used on all fabrics.  Finer fabrics may require 
more than one layer to prevent movement. Used for all types of decorative 
sewing, applique and machine embroidery. Tear away loose stabiliser once 
embroidery is complete.
 

TXM11-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets Vilene Stitch & Tear Stabiliser 8.50

TXM11-9-15 15m x 900mm roll Vilene Stitch & Tear Stabiliser 32.00

Fuse and Tear
An iron-on stabiliser that is used to back stretch or knitted fabrics or 
dimensionally unstable woven fabrics.  Iron-on dry at a medium heat for 5 
seconds. Tear off loose stabiliser after stitching.
 

TXM12-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets Vilene Fuse & Tear Stabiliser 8.50

TXM12-9-25 25m x 900mm roll Vilene Fuse and Tear Stabiliser 47.00

Soluble (Solufleece)
A water-soluble, non-woven stabiliser for all types 
of machine embroidery and other creative sewing 
techniques.  Once stitched, it provides the necessary 
base-fibre to reinforce and integrate stitches to become 
(in effect) free-standing.  Simply draw your design and 
free-machine or output in the usual way.  After machining, 
simply wash out surplus material in cold or warm water. Use it in the hoop 
to create lace designs, or place a layer on top of pile fabrics to give a crisper 
finish by preventing stitches sinking into the pile.
 

TXM13-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets Vilene Soluble Stabiliser 8.50

TXM13-9-25 25m x 900mm roll Vilene Soluble Stabiliser 64.00

Self-Adhesive (Filmoplast)
A double sided stabiliser that is useful for machine 
applique.  Iron the non-paper side onto your applique 
material.  Remove the paper to reveal the tacky side and 
then position the applique material as required.

TXM14-A4-10 10 A4 Sheets Vilene Self-Adhesive Stabiliser 10.50

TXM14-5-15 15m x 545mm roll Vilene Self-Adhesive Stabiliser 69.50

Sample Packs

Stabilisers

Interfacings

Bondaweb
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Sweatshirts
Warm and durable with a standard crew neck, these 
sweatshirts feature stretch cuffs and waistband so will 
keep their shape after repeated washing.  The fabric 
is smooth on the front, back and sleeves so makes an 
ideal base for customising with machine embroidery, 
Laser Image Transfer or heat-pressed applied vinyl.
50% Cotton, 50% Polyester.

Antique Cherry Red Antique Sapphire Ash (c) Black (c)

Carolina Blue Charcoal Cherry Red Dark Chocolate

Dark Heather Forest Green (c) Gold Heleconia

Honey Indigo Blue Irish Green Kiwi

Light Blue Light Pink (c) Maroon Military Green

Navy (c) Orange Paprika Purple

Red (c) Royal (c) Sand Sport Grey (c)

Violet White (c) N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.

CL-SS2-1-COL-
SZ*

Sweat Shirt (Child Ages 5/6 - 12/13, Chest 26” - 40”).  
255gsm white, 270gsm colours.  Available in Ash, 
Black, Forest Green, Light Pink, Navy, Red, Royal, Sport 
Grey & White only (marked c above).

5.15

CL-SS2-2-COL-
SZ*

Sweat Shirt (Adult Sizes S-XXL, Chest 34” - 52”).  
255gsm white, 270gsm colours.  Available in 29 
colours plus white, see above.

6.99

Polo Shirts
The standard item for sport, work or casual wear these 
quality Polo shirts are made from 100% Polyester so 
can be printed and customised using Sublimation, 
machine embroidery, Laser Image Transfer or heat-
pressed applied vinyl.  Available in up to 19 colours 
depending on size required and made from 140 gsm 
fabric. 

Artic White (c) Bottle Green Desert Sand Electric Green

Electric Orange Electric Pink Electric Yellow Fire Red (c)

French Navy (c) Heather Grey Hot Pink (c) Jet Black (c)

Lime Green (c) Olive Green Orange Crush Purple (c)

Royal Blue (c) Sapphire Blue (c) Sun Yellow (c) Military Green

N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.

CL-PS1-1-
COL-SZ*

Polo Shirt (Child Ages 3/4 - 12/13, Chest 24” - 34”).  
Available in Arctic White, Fire Red, French Navy, 
Hot Pink, Jet Black, Lime Green, Purple, Royal Blue, 
Sapphire Blue & Sun Yellow only (marked c above).

4.25

CL-PS1-2-
COL-SZ*

Polo Shirt (Adult Sizes S-XXL, Chest 38”-48”) 
Available in 19 colours including white, see above.

5.65

Adult Size: S M L XL XXL

Chest: 38” 40” 43” 45” 48”

Textiles
Clothing

  Clothing 

For personalisation with Embroidery, Heat Applied Media and Laser Image 
Transfer.  100% polyester items are also suitable for sublimation printing.

Hoodies
Classic pull-on style featuring a chunky draw-string for 
the hood and stretch cuffs and waistband.  These tops 
will keep their shape and keep out the cold.  Available 
in up to 50 colours depending on size required.  These 
quality hoodies are an ideal basis for customising using 
machine embroidery, Laser Image Transfer or heat-
pressed applied vinyl.  80% Cotton, 20% Polyester, 280 
gsm.  

French Navy (c, s x) Oxford Navy (c) Plum (c) Purple (c, s)

Royal Blue (c, s) True Violet Airforce Blue Cornflower Blue

Hawaiian Blue (c) Sapphire Blue(c, s) Lavender Sky Blue (c)

Peppermint Jade (c) Turquoise Surf Bottle Green (c)

Olive Green Moss Green Kelly Green (c, s) Alien Green

Kiwi Lime Green (c) Apple Green Desert Sand

Fizzy Lemon Vanilla Milkshake Sun Yellow (c) Gold

Orange Crush (c) Burnt Orange Sunset Red Fire Red (c, s)

Cranberry Hot Pink (c, s) Candyfloss Pink (c, s) Baby Pink (c, s)

Red Hot Chilli (c) Magenta Magic Burgundy (c) Lipstick Pink

Pinky Purple Hot Chocolate Jet Black (c, s, x) Storm Grey

Charcoal (c) Steel Grey Heather Grey (c, s, x) Ash (c)

Moondust Grey Arctic White (c, s) N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.

CL-HD1-1-
COL-SZ*

Hoodie (Child Ages 1/2 - 12/13, Chest 24” - 34”).  
Available in 25 colours marked c above.

7.90 

CL-HD1-2-
COL-SZ*

Hoodie (Adult Sizes XS-XXL, Chest 34” - 52”).  Available in 
50 colours including white (except size XS where only 12 
colours are available marked s above).

9.40

CL-HD1-3-
COL-SZ*

Hoodie (Adult Sizes 3XL-5XL, Chest 56”-64”).  80% 
Cotton, 20% Polyester, 280gsm.  Available in Heather Grey, 
Jet Black and French Navy only (marked x above)

10.15

Adult Size: XS S M L XL XXL 3LX 4XL 5XL

Chest: 34” 36” 40” 44” 48” 52” 56” 60” 64”

Child Size: XXS XS S M L XL

Age: 1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/11 12/13

Child Size: XS S M L XL

Age: 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-11 12-13

Adult Size: S M L XL XXL

Chest: 38” 40” 43” 45” 48”

Child Size: S (5-6) M (7-8) L (9-11) XL (12-13)

Age: 26”/28” 30”/32” 34”/36” 38”/40”

Clothing
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change this to specify the actual colour and size required. 



Polyester Caps
100% Polyester 6 Panel Cap, features inner 
sweatband and adjustable tear and release 
strap at the rear. Available in 30 colours.

Airforce Blue Artic White Ash Baby Pink

Bottle Green Burgundy Charcoal Desert Sand

Electric Green Electric Orange Electric Pink Electric Yellow

Fire Red French Navy Hawaiian Blue Heather Grey

Hot Chocolate Hot Pink Jet Black Kelly Green

Lime Green Magenta Magic Olive Orange Crush

Purple Red Hot Chilli Royal Blue Sapphire Blue

Sky Blue Sunshine Yellow N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.

SUB-CAP-COL Polyester Cap. (Available in 30 Colours) 2.80

Cotton Caps
100% Cotton 5 Panel Cap, features Rip-Strip™ size 
adjuster. Available in 25 colours. 

Black Bottle Green Bright Red Burgundy

Chocolate Classic Pink Classic Red Emerald

French Navy Fuchsia Gold Graphite Grey

Kelly Green Light Grey Lime Green Natural

Olive Orange Purple Royal

Sand Sky Surf Blue White

Yellow N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.

LIT-CAP10-COL 10 Baseball Caps (100% fine cotton twill) 
(Available in 25 Colours)

20.00

Bib Apron with sliding adjustable buckle, self fabric neck band and ties.
72 x 86cm - 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton Twill, 195gsm
Available in 50 colours.

Apple Aqua Aubergine Black

Black Denim Blue Denim Bottle Brown

Burgundy Chestnut Cornflower Cyan

Dark Grey Emerald Fuchsia Grey Denim

Hot Pink Indigo Denim Kelly Khaki

Lavender Lemon Light Blue Lilac

Lime Magenta Marine Blue Mid Blue

Mocha Natural Navy Oasis Green

Olive Orange Pink Purple

Red Rich Violet Royal Sage

Sapphire Silver Steel Strawberry Red

Sunflower Teal Terracotta Turquoise

White Yellow N.B Colours shown are only an indication. 

 TEL: 01745 535007 FAX: 01745 535008

T Shirts
The humble but timeless ‘T’-shirt makes an ideal and 
economical basis for student project work.  These 
good quality cotton shirts can be customised using 
machine embroidery, Laser Image Transfer or heat-
pressed applied vinyl.  Available in up to 27 colours 
depending on size required.

Ash Azure Blue (c) Black (c) Bottle Green (c)

Brick Red Burgundy (c) Charcoal Classic Olive

Deep Navy (c) Fuchsia Kelly Green (c) Khaki

Lite Graphite Light Pink (c) Chocolate Navy (c)

Orange (c) Purple (c) Red (c) Royal Blue (c)

Sky Blue (c) Steel Blue Sunflower (c) Yellow (c)

Heather Grey (c) Natural (c) White (c) Purple

N.B.  Colours shown are only an indication.

CL-TS1-1-COL-
SZ*

T-Shirt (Child Ages 1/2 - 12/13, Chest 24” - 34”).  
100% Cotton, 165gsm.  Available in 15 colours plus 
natural, heather grey (97% cotton, 3% polyester) and 
white (160gsm).  (Colours marked c above).

1.99

CL-TS1-2-COL-
SZ*

T-Shirt (Adult Sizes S-3XL, Chest 35”-52”). 100% 
Cotton, 165gsm.  Available in 24 colours plus white 
(160gsm), heather grey (97% cotton, 3% polyester) 
and Ash (99% cotton, 1% polyester).

2.40

Designed for Sublimation Printing

These bright white ‘T’-shirts are made from 100% Polyester and are designed 
specifically to give the brightest and most durable results for Sublimation 
printing.  These shirts cannot be beaten for faithfully reproducing subtleties 
and true colours in the original design image. 

SUB-PS1-2-WH White Polo Shirt Designed for Sublimation 
(Sizes XS-XXL, Chest 35” - 48”) 185gsm. 

5.50

SUB-TS1-1-WH White T-Shirt Designed for Sublimation 
(Child Ages 3/4-12/13, XS-XL).

4.80

SUB-TS1-2-WH White T-Shirt Designed for Sublimation 
(Sizes XS-3XL, 35”-50”).

4.30

Textiles
Clothing

Adult Size: S M L XL XXL 3XL

Chest: 35”/37” 38”/40” 41”/43” 44”/46” 47”/49” 50”/52”

Child Age: 1/2 2/3 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/11 12/13 14/15

Chest: 24” 25” 26” 28” 30” 32” 34” 36”

Sublimation Polo Shirts:

Adult Size: XS S M L XL XXL

Chest: 35” 38” 40” 43” 45” 48”

Adult Size: XS S M L XL XXL 3XL

Chest: 35” 38” 40” 43” 45” 48” 50”

31

Caps

Aprons

Sublimation T-Shirts:

Child Size: XS S M L XL

Age: 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/11 12/3

CL-AP1-COL Bib Apron, One size. (Available in 50 Colours) 6.35



Computerised Knitting
Knitting Software and Machine

DesignaKnit 8 Complete for Windows is powerful CAD/CAM software for 
draughting knitwear, designing stitch patterns in colour and/or texture and 
converting photographs and other graphics to stitches.  It is an ideal tool for 
all designers of hand or machine knit projects.  Using the SilverLink 5, pat-
terns can be downloaded in real time to all Silver Reed electronic machines 
and templates created for punch card machines. 

Original Pattern Drafting 
Design projects from scratch, or customize and adapt shapes from the 
Standard Garment Styler.

Stitch Designer 
Design your own patterns using a range of tools and effects, or use the 
Graphics Studio to convert images and photos into stitch patterns.
 •  Work in yarn colours and/or stitch textures, including cables
 •  Use Machine Smart Symbols to control slip, tuck and other machine   
   textures
 •  Use Hand Knit Smart Symbols to generate editable text pattern   
   instructions
 •  Preview fabric texture
  •  Use custom brushes and fills
 •  Check for pattern errors according to knit method
       •     Print charts, diagrams, templates and text - all of which can be 
              exported via the Windows clipboard
       •     Lace Tool (optional add-on) for use with the Silver Reed Lace Carriage.
              Allows you to design the finished pattern.  DesignaKnit will work 
              out the separation of the transfer rows.

Integrate Drafted Shapes with Stitch Patterns 
Place the pattern blocks onto the stitch pattern and drag with the mouse, or 
use the cursor keys for fine placement control.
       •     Cut out and preview results
       •     Check for pattern mismatches

Interactive Knitting 

Using the SilverLink 5 for electronic machines, download the pattern and 
follow the colour and shape instructions as you knit. (The ScreenLink can be 
used to access these features with non-electronic machines)
       •     Preview yarn setup and colour changes
       •     With the Lace Tool add-on, the DesignaKnit downloads
              the separated pattern and tells you which carriage to use
              and at what setting for each pass.
       •     Listen to instructions and alerts via your sound system

User Friendly, Knitting Software
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Knitting Machine

Specifications
Needle Pitch:

No. of Needles:
Stitch Types:

Weight:
Dimensions:

4.5mm, 5.6 gauge (SK840)
3.6mm, 7 gauge (SK830)
200 (SK840), 250 (SK830)
Stockinet, Fair Isle, Tuck, Slip, Punch Lace, Weaving, Plating, 
Motifs
13kg (SK840), 14kg (SK830)
205(W) x 1110(D) x 98(H)mm

Prices £*                                                                *See Pricing Information inside front cover 

Knitting Machines

MM-
KNITMACH1

Silver Reed SK840 Standard Gauge Knitting 
Machine 1,015.00

MM-
KNITMACH2

Silver Reed SK830 Fine Gauge Knitting 
Machine 1,210.00

 

The SK830 and SK840 models are part of the Silver Reed Modular 
Electronic Knitting System.  When combined with DesignaKnit 8 software, 
they offer almost unlimited scope for unique fabric creation with high 
production speed.  The SK830 features 250 needles at 3.6mm pitch so will 
knit fine fabric using up to 4-ply yarn.  The SK840 uses 200 needles and 
a standard 4.5mm pitch and will knit up to a light double-knit yarn.  A 
SilverLink 5 device will be needed to transfer files from the PC. 

Software:

SilverLink 5 for all Silver Reed Electronic Knitting 
Machines.  (Links the PC to the knitting machine.  The 
interactive knitting section of DesignaKnit software is used 
to transfer the pattern, via the Silver Link 5 to the knitting 
machine)  KS006

165.00 165.00

DeisgnaKnit 8 Complete.  Software for MM-
KNITMACH1/2.  Available to educational 
establishments only.  KS001

249.00 199.00

DesignaKnit 8 HandKnit.  KS004 99.00 80.00

Extra Licence for DesignaKnit (per user)  KS005 25.00 20.00

Standard
(ex VAT)

*Education
  Only

*These products are subsidised for UK bona-fide educational establishments.



These terms are incorporated in all contracts for the sale 
of goods or systems (“goods”) between TECHSOFT UK 
LIMITED (“the Company”) and Customers for the goods (‘the 
Customer”).

1. TERMS
1.1 Orders are accepted only on these terms.
1.2 Any variation of these terms in any document 

or otherwise without the written consent of the 
Company shall have no effect and, for the avoidance 
of doubt, any endorsement made on this contract or 
on any other document passing between the parties 
shall not be deemed to be a valid variation.

1.3 The clause headings do not form part of the contract.  
1.4 Subject to clause 6.8.4 the Company and the 

Customer acknowledge that they have not entered 
into this agreement in reliance on any representation 
or statement made by the Company not expressly 
set out in this contract and as such the Company and 
Customer accept that this contract forms the entire 
agreement between them. 

2. DELIVERY
2.1 Delivery is deemed to take place at the Company’s 

place of business. 
2.2 Time shall not be of the essence with regard to 

delivery.
2.3 Any time quoted is an estimate only and the Company 

shall not be liable for failure to deliver within the time  
quoted.

2.4 The Company reserves the right to implement any 
systems in stages.

2.5 The Company shall not be liable for any non-
delivery of goods (even if caused by the Company’s 
negligence) unless the Customer gives written notice 
to the Company  of the non-delivery within 
7 days of the date when the Goods would in the 
ordinary course of events have been received.

2.6 Any liability of the Company for non-delivery of the 
goods shall be limited to replacing the goods within a 
reasonable time or issuing a credit note at the pro rata 
contract rate against any invoice raised for such goods.

3. PRICES
3.1 The price for the Goods shall be exclusive of any 

value added tax and all costs or charges in relation 
to packaging, loading, unloading, carriage and 
insurance, all of which amounts the Buyer shall pay in 
addition when it is due to pay for the Goods.

3.2 The Company reserves the right to vary the price of 
the goods by any reasonable amount attributable to 
any variation between the date of the contract and the 
date of delivery of the goods arising from fluctuating 
rates of exchange or costs of any other nature.

4. PAYMENT
4.1 Time for payment of the price shall be of the essence 

and in the case of any payment made after credit has 
been granted to the Customer time shall be of the 
essence in relation to each payment. 

4.2 Where credit is granted to the Customer payment 
is due 30 days from the date of the invoice unless 
otherwise agreed in writing.  

4.3 Interest will be charged on all overdue accounts at 
the rate of 2% per calendar month or part thereof and 
such interest shall continue to be payable after any 
judgment.

5. SET-OFF AND LIEN
5.1 No payments may be withheld nor may any 

counterclaims of the Customer be set off against any 
payment due to the Company without the written 
consent of the Company.

5.2 The Company shall have a general and particular 
lien on all money and property of the Customer in 
possession of the Company or its agents.

5.3 The Customer authorises the Company to sell such 
goods and to apply the proceeds of sale towards any 
indebtedness of the Customer to the Company.

6. WARRANTY AND LIABILITY
6.1 The Company will endeavour to transfer to the 

Customer the benefit of any warranty or guarantee 
it has in respect of goods manufactured by any third 
party but shall have no liability under such warranty.

6.2 The Customer warrants that it shall only use the goods 
in accordance with any operations manual or other 
user guidelines supplied with the goods or made 
available by the manufacturer and insofar as the 
Company may suffer any loss howsoever arising as a 
result of the Customer’s breach of this warranty the 
Customer hereby indemnifies the Company against 
any such loss. 

6.3 The Customer warrants that the goods shall, at all 
times, be used by persons properly trained to operate 
the goods or, where the person operating the goods 
is not properly trained to do so, that person shall be 
adequately supervised by a person who is suitably 
trained and the Customer indemnifies the Company 
for any loss that it might suffer as a result of the 
Customer breaching this clause.  

6.4 The Customer warrants that it shall take reasonable 
care of the goods until such time as title in the goods 
passes to it in accordance with clause 8.1 of this 
contract.

6.5 The Customer, until such time as title in the goods passes 
to it in accordance with clause 8.1 of this contract, warrants 
that the goods are fully insured with a reputable insurance 
company and that the Company’s interest in the goods are 
noted on any such policy.

6.6 Under no circumstances shall the liability of the Company in 
connection with defective goods exceed the net invoice price 
of such goods.

6.7 Except where the Customer is dealing as a consumer all 
warranties, conditions and other terms implied by statute or 
common law (save for the conditions implied by section 12 of 
the Sale of Goods Act 1979) are, to the fullest extent permitted 
by law, excluded from the Contract.

6.8 Nothing in this contract excludes or limits the liability of the 
Company:

 6.8.1 for death or personal injury caused by the Company’s 
negligence; or

 6.8.2 under section 2(3), Consumer Protection Act 1987; or
 6.8.3 for any matter which it would be illegal for the Company 

to exclude or attempt to exclude its liability; or
 6.8.4 for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
6.9 Subject to clause 6.7 and clause 6.8 of this contract:
 6.9.1 the Company’s total liability in contract, tort (including 

negligence or breach of statutory duty), misrepresentation, 
restitution or otherwise, arising in connection with the 
performance or contemplated performance of the Contract 
shall be limited to the Contract price; and

 6.9.2 the Company shall not be liable to the Buyer for any 
pure economic loss, loss of profit, loss of business, depletion 
of goodwill or otherwise, in each case whether direct, 
indirect or consequential, or any claims for consequential 
compensation whatsoever (howsoever caused) which arise 
out of or in connection with the Contract.

6.10 In contracts for the supply of computer hardware or software 
a copy of the Customer’s complete specification for the 
performance of the same is annexed hereto and if no such 
specification is annexed the Customer’s requirements shall 
be conclusively deemed to be fulfilled by the supply by the 
Company of such items as it shall in its absolute discretion 
think fit.

6.11  The parties have freely negotiated the contract including the 
price in the knowledge that the liability of the Company is 
to be limited in accordance with these terms.  The Customer 
acknowledges that a higher price would be payable but for 
such limitation.

7. FORCE MAJEURE
 The Company shall not be under any liability of any kind for 

non-performance in whole or in part of its obligations under 
the contract due to causes beyond the reasonable control of 
the Company.  In any such event the Company may without 
liability cancel or vary the terms of the contract, including but 
not limited to extending the time for performing the contract 
for a period at least equal to the time lost by reason of such 
causes.

8 RETURNS
8.1 The Customer may return goods to the Company:
 8.1.1 if the Customer is a consumer within seven working 

days, beginning on the day after the Customer received the 
goods.  The Customer shall be entitled to a full refund of the 
price of the goods and any applicable delivery charges.  The 
Customer will be responsible for the cost of returning the 
goods to the Company;

 8.1.2 if the Customer is returning the goods where the 
goods have been sent out in error, the goods have been 
damaged in transit or the goods become faulty within 28 days 
of the date on which the Customer receives the goods (“28 
Days”).  The Customer shall be entitled to a full refund of the 
price of the goods, a refund of any applicable delivery charges 
and a refund of the reasonable costs of returning the goods to 
the Company;

 8.1.3 if the Customer is returning goods which do not fall 
into categories 8.1.1 or 8.1.2 above:

 8.1.3.1 if such goods are standard items which are available 
in the Company’s product guide or on the Company’s website 
from time to time (“Standard Items”);

 8.1.3.2 provided that such Standard Items are returned in 
their original condition in their original packaging and have 
not been used; and 

 8.1.3.3 provided that such goods are returned within 28 Days. 
 The Customer shall be entitled to a full refund of the price of 

goods less the cost of any applicable delivery charges.  The 
Customer shall be responsible for the cost of returning the 
goods to the Company.  

8.2 If a Customer is seeking to return goods, within 28 Days, which 
are not Standard Items which the Company has sourced from 
a third party supplier on behalf of the Customer, the Customer 
will not be entitled to return such goods unless the Company 
has come to an agreement with the third party supplier in 
relation to the return of such goods. In these circumstances 
the Customer should contact the Company before returning 
the goods.  If the Company is able to agree terms for the return 
of goods with the third party supplier the Company will inform 
the customer of that fact and of the administrative charge or 
re-stocking fee which will be incurred by the Customer as a 
consequence of the return (which will be a minimum of 20% 
of the price of the goods).   The Customer shall be responsible 
for the cost of returning the goods to the Company. 

9. TITLE
9.1 Title to the goods comprised in each invoice rendered under 

this contract shall not pass to the Customer until the Company 
has been paid all sums due to it in respect of the goods and all 
other sums which are or which become due to the Company 
from the Customer on any account.

9.2 Until title passes under sub-clause (a) above then the 
Customer shall hold the goods as bailee for the Company and 
the Customer shall be in a fiduciary position to the Company 
in respect of goods (and in respect of any proceeds of sale 
also).

9.3 Until title passes under sub-clause (a) hereof, the Company 
may at any time (regardless of any period of credit given to 
the Customer) enter onto the premises of the Customer or of 
its agents or Customer to re-possess all or part of the goods 
and upon such re-possession on the contract shall terminate 
in respect of such goods only but without prejudice to any 
rights of the Company.  

10. RISK 
10.1 Risk in the goods shall pass to the Customer when the goods 

are dispatched by the Company 
10.2 Until title passes the Customer shall indemnify the Company 

against all loss or damage to the goods or depreciation in their 
value.  

11. SEVERANCE
 If any of these terms is unenforceable or void at law, it shall 
not affect the remainder of them or the contract and it shall be 
deemed to be excluded from these terms and where possible 
to be replaced by an enforceable and valid term as near as 
may be to the original in both form and effect.

12. INDEMNITY BY CUSTOMER
 The Customer shall indemnify the Company from any claim 

expense or liability in respect of any breach by the Customer 
of any of these terms. 

13. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 
13.1 All intellectual property rights and know-how in any goods, 

design, document, software, program, invention, technique or 
information made or compiled in connection with the subject 
matter of this contract shall belong to the Company and the 
Customer will respect their confidentiality. 

13.2 The Company hereby licences the Customer to lawfully 
use the software and literature for such period as it retains 
possession of the disks and ROMs onto which the software 
has been entered.  The Customer shall not copy or attempt 
to copy the software or literature nor allow any other person 
to do so and shall indemnify the Company against any loss it 
may suffer as a result of any breach by the Customer of this 
clause. 

13.3 Insofar as the Company does not own the intellectual 
property arising out of or in relation to the subject matter of 
this contract the Company agrees to licence, insofar as it is 
authorised to do so by the owner of the intellectual property 
rights involved, to the Customer those intellectual property 
rights for use solely in connection with the goods and the 
Customer hereby agrees to indemnify the Company against 
any loss the Company may suffer as a result of it granting any 
such licence to the Customer or the breach by the customer 
thereof including but not limited to loss of profit, loss of 
business and any damages or costs ordered or agreed to be 
paid to  any party in connection with the licence and whether 
arising indirectly, consequentially or otherwise.

14. TERMINATION BY COMPANY
 If the Customer fails to comply with any term of the contract; 

or commits any act of bankruptcy, makes an arrangement 
with creditors or suffers any distress or execution; or is ordered 
to be wound up or has a receiver or administrator appointed 
or has a resolution or petition to wind up its business past 
or present then the Company shall have the right (without 
prejudice or any other rights or remedies) to cancel any 
contract or part to withhold delivery of goods and demand 
payment of all sums due by the Customer to the Company. 

15. THIRD PARTY FINANCE 
15.1 Where the goods are to be purchased or funded by a third 

party for the use of the Customer, the Customer shall 
nevertheless be liable for the full amount of the purchase 
price unless and until the price has been fully paid by the  
third party. 

15.2 The Customer warrants that any third party financier has been 
put on notice of and shown a copy of this terms of trading and 
the Customer indemnifies the Company for any loss it may 
suffer as a result of a third party financier  not being 
put on notice of the applicability these terms.   

16. INSTALLATION
 Where the Company contracts to install or commission goods 

the Customer shall provide all necessary power connections 
and staff and other facilities and a suitable environment and 
if installation is delayed due to non-availability or inadequacy 
of any of these the Company shall be entitled to charge extra 
accordingly.  

17. GENERAL  
17.1 The parties to the Contract do not intend that any term of 

the Contract shall be enforceable by virtue of the Contracts 
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by any person that is not a 
party to it. 

17.2 The formation, existence, construction, performance, validity 
and all aspects of this contract shall be governed by English 
law and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English courts. 

Terms of Trading
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